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ABSTRACT 
GPS has the potential of satl.sfying worldwide and local civl.l navigation require-
ments for Area Navl.gatl.on (RNAV), Landings and Takeoffs under min~um cel.lings and 
Advanced Air Traffic Control (ATC) Operations. Use of GPS l.n a differential mode l.n 
local areas is key to full achl.evement of this potential. 
The repor.t descnbes the GPS system and its status; discusses GPS Sl.gnal avail-
abl.lity for the cl.vil communl.ty; defines alternative differentJ.al GPS concepts; 
shows predicted performance enhancement achl.evable with dl.fferentl.al GPS and the 
operatl.onal l.mprovements whl.ch Wl.ll result; and outll.nes a development program to 
test and evaluate differentl.al GPS concepts, performance and operatl.onal procedures 
appll.cable to hell.copters. 
Thl.s report was prepared pr~arl.ly to l.dentl.fy potentJ.al benefl.ts whl.ch wl.ll be 
derl.ved from helJ.copter use of GPS l.n the differentJ.al mode. Fl.xed Wl.ng aircraft 
wl.ll recel.ve signifl.cant benefl.ts from differentl.al GPS, but the fl.xed wl.ng appll.ca-
tl.on is not addressed expll.citly l.n thl.s report. 
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r- SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
1. 1 BACKGROUND 
GPS is a sateil~te-based, radio navigat~on system des~gned to provide global, all 
weather, 24-hour, h~ghly accurate 3-D navigation and time to an unlimited number of 
users. It is under development by the U. S. Department of Defense (DoD) and ~s 
scheduled to become fully operational by 1987. In the meantime, a few GPS satel-
l~tes prov~de worldw~de signal coverage a few hours each day for test and develop-
ment purposes as well as for any operat~onal m~ss~ons that can be scheduled in 
conjunct~on w~th the availabil~ty of the GPS s~gnals. Appendix A descr~bes the GPS 
system, lts status, and the successful field tests which have been conducted dur~ng 
the advanced development phase of the program. 
As lndicated in Appendix A, three types of GPS lnformatlon are transm~tted: a Prec~­
s~on (P) Code s~gnal; a Coarse Acqu~s~tion (CIA) Code slgnal; and a navigatlon mes-
sage. The P and CIA Code slgnals are pseudorandom digltal sequences modulated on a 
UHF carrler and used for ranging. The nav~gation message, also modulated on the 
carrier, contains satell~te posltion, time, and atmospher~c propagatlon data. The P 
Code is a high frequency (10 MHz) modulation prov~d~ng nav~gat~on accuracy in each 
axis on the order of 10 meters, RMS, and ~s lntended exclus~vely for u.S. Mil~tary 
and DoD author~z.ed users. It is transm~tted on each of two UHF frequenc~es for 
lonosphenc correctlon purposes. The CIA Code 1S a low frequency (1 MHz) 
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modulat~on prov~ding nav~gat~on accuracy ~n each axis on the order of 15 meters, 
RMS, and ~s ~ntended to aid in acquis~t~on of the P Code and for c~v~l navigat~on. 
It is modulated in quadrature w~th the P Code and transm~tted on the h~gher of the 
two UHF frequenc~es . CI A Code users apply ionosphenc corrections based on the 
atmospheric data in the nav~gat~on message. 
P Code and CIA Code performance was validated in Phase I testing . CIA Code per-
formance was much better than anticipated prompting a DoD decis~on to ~ncorporate ~n 
operat~onal satellites a capab~l~ty to degrade CIA Code performance selectively to a 
"worst case" position accuracy of 200 meters, CEP. DoD has ~nd~cated that this CIA 
Code degradat~on will be relaxed with t~me commensurate with national secur~ty 
interests. No t~etable for DoD relaxat~on of degraded signal constra~nts has been 
announced. 
The need to prov~de better accuracy for precis~on landings than ava~lable from 
e~ther the P or CIA Code spurred ~nterest in the concept of different~al GPS nav~-
gat~on. At the same t~me, this techn~que is of interest because it may ameliorate 
the effects of degraded CIA Code performance ~n local areas. 1 
Accord~ngly, the A1rcraft Guidance and Nav~gat10n Branch, NASA, Ames Research Center 
(ARC) sponsored th~s study to document the need for d1fferent~al GPS and outline a 
test program to ~nvestigate the util~ty of different~al GPS, espec~ally as appl~ed 
to helicopters. Fixed w~ng benef~ts der~ved from differential GPS, wh~le s~m~lar, 
are addressed only 1nc~dentally ~n the study. 
1.2 DIFFERENTIAL GPS CONCEPTS 
Different~al nav1gation ~s currently 1n use w~th Omega, Loran-C and the TRANSIT 
satelhte system. The different~al techn1que ach~eves substantial improvement ~n 
1-2 
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pos~tion accuracy by transmitt~ng corrections from a calibration site to users ~n 
the v~cin~ty who apply the corrections to cancel errors common to the locale. In 
th~s technique, a rece~ver located on a surveyed point selected as the reference or 
cal~brat~on site for the locale continuously determines errors present in received 
navigat~on s~gnals by comparing computed pos1tion w1th the known coordinates of the 
calibration site. The difference between computed and known posit1on represents the 
navigat~on error which is typically h1ghly correlated for all users ~n the v1c1n1ty 
of the ca11bration site. The error generally varies slowly .zoelative to the time 
requ1red to transmit correct~ons from the calibration site to nearby users who apply 
the corrections to improve their position solutions. For Omega, Loran-C and Transit, 
the techn1que provides substant1ally improved positions over distances up to a few 
.. 
hundred miles. 
The d1fferent~al techniques ~s applicable to GPS navigation, and Figure 1-1 ~llus­
trates one type of differential GPS concept. 2 In this concept a GPS receiver is 
located on a surveyed p01nt where X, Y, Z posit10n errors or 1ndiv1dual satell~te 
range errors can be ~dent1fied and correct~ons determ1ned. These correct10ns are 
transm1tted on a VHF data 11nk to aircraft wh~ch operate ~n the same area and wh1ch 
are, therefore, subJ ect to the same errors. The correct10ns obta~ned from the 
reference rece1ver are used to ~mprove the pos1tion and veloc1ty accuracy of the 
a1rborne GPS rece~ver solution. 
Other concepts include transm~tt1ng correct10ns on a GPS signal generated at and 
transm~tted from the reference site (pseudohte concept) or transponding (i. e. , 
rece~ving and retransm~tting on a d~fferent frequency w~thout process~ng) GPS S1g-
nals from the reference s1te (translator concept). These concepts are descr~bed ~n 
this report along w1th vanations possible ~n correct~on algonthms and satell~te 
select~on techniques. 
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Figure 1-1. Different~al GPS Nav~gat~on 
1.3 DIFFERENTIAL GPS PERFORMANCE 
Calculat~ons performed in th~s study ~ndicate that s~ngle channel P Code rece~vers 
have the potent~al 1n the different1al mode to provide nav~gat~on accurac~es on the 
order of 2.5 meters, 2cr, in each ax~s. Th1s type of nav1gation performance would 
qualify for Category I approaches and landings per current FAA specificat10ns and 
warrants cons1derat~on for Category II and III operat1ons. 
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Study results also l.ndicate that Sl.ngle channel CIA Code receivers as presently 
des1.gned would provl.de nav1.gation accuraCl.es in the different1.al mode on the order 
of 10 meters, 2a, in each axis. Thl.s type of navl.gation accuracy would not qualify 
for Category I approaches and landings under current FAA \ navigation standards. 
However, differential CIA Code performance sufficl.ent for Category I and, perhaps 
Ca tegory II and III operations is proj ected for CIA Code sets optimized for the 
approach and landing envl.ronment, part1.cularly l.f FAA navigation standards can be 
broadened fo:- selected appll.catl.ons, such as helicopter service. In thl.s vein, a 
reVl.ew loS recommended of FAA navl.gatl.on accuracy requirements relative to both GPS 
characteristics and aircraft wl.th slow speed landing capabl.lity, such as hell.copters 
and VTOL aircraft. 
The calculatl.ons also indicate that differentul performance l.n local areas wl.th 
l.ntentionally degraded CIA Code sl.gnals l.S potentully comparable to that wl.th 
unperturbed CIA Code sl.gnals. Relative accuracy between aircraft l.n the same al.r-
space would be sl.ml.lar wl.thout differentl.al correctl.ons, provl.ded the same satel-
lites were bel.ng tracked simultaneously. Thus, l.nherent relatl.ve GPS accuracy 
coupled wl.th alt1.meter inputs has the potential to satl.sfy all enroute and terml.nal 
area navigatl.on needs under degraded GPS Sl.gnal conditl.ons, and the dl.fferentl.al 
technique would extend that potentl.al to at least non-preCl.Sl.on approaches and land-
l.ngs l.n a local area. 
1.4 DIFFERENTIAL GPS COST 
The extra costs associated Wl.th l.mplementl.ng a differentl.al GPS capabill.ty l.n addi-
tl.on to a conventl.onal GPS capabl.ll.ty are (1) those incurred for changes or addi-
tions to conventional al.rborne GPS equ1.pment and (2) those l.nvolved l.n the acqul.-
sl.t1.on, installation, and operatl.on of the ground call.bratl.on Sl.te. The extra cost 
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for a~rborne d~fferent~al GPS equipment could range from less than 5% of the cost of 
a convent~onal CIA Code system up to as much as 50% depending on the availab~lity of 
suitable data link receivers on part~cipat~ng a~rcraft and the type of differential 
concept employed. While the eventual cost of civ11 aviation GPS sets is difficult 
to predict at this t~e, a 1979 ARINC report concludes that they could be produced 
~n quant~ty for under $5000 (1977 dollars). Ground equ~pment acquis~tion, installa-
t~on, operat~on and ma~ntenance costs would not be s~gnificant cost factors ~f 
amort~zed over 50 or more users per nte. D1fferential GPS is, therefolre, ant~c­
lpated to be an affordable option. 
1.5 THE NEED FOR A DIFFERENTIAL GPS TEST PROGRAM 
The ldeal a~rcraft navigat~on system would provide worldwide, all-weather, 24-hour 
continuous posit~on and velocity data of suffic~ent accuracy for enroute nav1gation 
under congested conditions and for non-prec~s~on and prec~s1on approach and land1ng 
operat~ons, all w~thout dependence on a po~nt or beacon reference nav1gat~on a~d.3 
GPS w~th the addit~on of the differential mode is the only nav1gation system under 
development today w~th the potentlal of sat~sfYlng all of these requ~rements. 
Different~al GPS has the potent~al to perm~t effect~ve use of the degraded CIA Code 
by the C1V11 commun~ty for enroute, term~nal area and non-preC~Slon approach and 
land1ng operat~ons. It lS also a relat~vely low cost, s~mple approach for extending 
prec~s~on approach and landing capablllty to a wide range of landlng sltes when 
degraded signal constraints are ultimately removed. Th~s capablllty wlll fac~lltate 
accesslbllity to mlnlmally equipped urban and remote alrports and hel~ports wh~ch 
would benef~t the commerc1al and general av~atlon commun~ty In general. It lS of 
particular sign~ficance to hellcopters lf they are to maXlm~ze their utll~ty and 
achieve their full growth potential by extendlng serv~ce to a v~rtually unhmlted 
number of hellports. 
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A d~fferent~al GPS T&E Program ~s, therefore, warranted to corroborate the predicted 
bgh accuracy ach~evable w~th differential GPS as well as its affordab1lity and 
abihty to mitigate degraded GPS signal effects. The test program should also 
invest~gate applicable display formats and operational procedures for differential 
GPS approach and landing operat~ons. Relative accuracy attributes of conventional 
GPS can also be studied. 
1.6 PROPOSED TEST AND EVALUATION (T&E) PROGRAM 
A four-year program is recommended to develop and test differential GPS concepts and 
evaluate differential GPS performance for hehcopter apphcations as part of the 
Aircraft Guidance and Navigation Branch's helicopter technology program. 
IT 82 
IT 83/84 
IT 85 
Evaluate candidate different~al GPS concepts and prepare a deta1led 
hardware/software specificat10n for a d~fferent~al GPS T&E System. 
Fabr~cate, assemble and checkout the different1al GPS T&E System. 
Install and operate the differential GPS T&E System to evaluate 
differentul GPS performance and operat~onal procedures for heli-
copter applicat~ons. 
Est~mated program costs, exclus1ve of NASA suppl~ed effort, approx~mate $2.5 m1ll~on 
for the four-year effort depend1ng on the extent to wh~ch the program considers 
alternate concepts, alternate d~splays and operating procedures. Complet~on of the 
T&E effort l.n FY 85 wl.ll provl.de needed data for tl.mely development of an opera-
t10nal d1fferentul GPS capab1lity relative to the scheduled deployment of the 
operational GPS space segment. 
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SECTION 2 
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT POTENTIAL OF DIFFERENTIAL GPS 
2.1 GPS SIGNAL AVAILABILITY TO CIVIL USERS 
The CIA Code loS intended for use by the c1.vil community. For national secur1.ty 
reasons, DoD plans to provide the CIA signal 1.n accordance W1.th the follow1.ng policy 
as stated 1.n the Federal Radionavigation Plan (FRP):4 
"United States Radionavigat1.on Policy (loS) to make NAVSTAR GPS 
cont1.nuously ava1.lable on an 1.nternat1.onal bas1.s for c1.v1.l and 
commercial use at the h1.ghest level of accuracy conS1.stent w1.th 
national security interests. It is presently projected that an 
accuracy of 200M Circular Error Probable (CEP) (500M 2 drms) 
w1.ll be made available dur1.ng the first year of full NAVSTAR GPS 
operation with accuracy aval.lable to civl.l users l.mprOVl.ng as 
tl.me passes." 
The FRP defines a 2 drms value as the radius of a cl.rcle which conta1.ns 95% of all 
possl.ble fixes. 
No tl.metable loS specl.fl.ed for l.mprov1.ng the accuracy but presumably it loS tied to 
the advance of technology such that the undegraded CIA Code w1.11 be supplied when 
comparable worldwl.de nav1.gat1.on accuracy is aval.lable from sources other than GPS. 
At that tJ.me the CIA Code can be expected to provl.de an accuracy of 15 meters, RMS 
la, in each axl.S (16 meters CEP). 
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The P Code loS not intended for cl.vl.l use, but it, too, will presumably be made 
avalolable when comparable worldwl.de navigation accuracy loS aval.lable from sources 
other than GPS. Because of its higher accuracy, P Code availability to the cl.vil 
community can be expected to lag somewhat the availabl.ll.ty of the undegraded CIA 
Code. 
Thus, unless stated policy is changed in the lonterl.m, the cl.vil community should 
expect to operate with degraded CIA Code signals for at least the first few years 
after GPS becomes operatl.onal. In the case of TRANSIT, the system became opera-
tional l.n 1964 and was released for worldwide commercl.al use in 1967. Whether GPS 
restrictions will be relaxed as quickly loS questionable, but the precedent clearly 
suggests that full availability will emerge in the foreseeable future. 
Both the l.nevitabl.lity of technology advance and the precedent set by the Navy 
Navl.gation Satellite (TRANSIT) System suggest that the full capability of the CIA 
Code and P Code wl.ll ultJ.mately be made aval.lable wl.thout restrictl.on. Accordl.ngly, 
the justl.ficatl.on for a GPS T&E program lies not only in differentloal GPS's poten-
tial to mitl.gate the effects of early CIA Code degradatloon but also lon its abilloty 
to extend unrestrlocted GPS performance to precl.sion terIDl.nal area operatl.ons cost 
effectlovely. 
2.2 DIFFERENTIAL GPS NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE 
2.2.1 CALCULATED PERFORMANCE 
As mdicated in Appendix A, extensive testing has been accomp!J.shed lon over two 
years of Phase I floeld tests wloth 7 types of GPS user equipment on 11 
host vehl.cles. Consequently, GPS system errors have been well documented and fall 
wlothl.n specified hml.ts as londlocated m Figure 2-1. 5 These errors are allocated 
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1cr Field Test Results vs. Spec~ficat10n 
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SPEC 
to their appropr~ate b1as or random category and the1r comb1ned effect on pos1t10n 
accuracy est1mated in Table 2-1 for a P Code rece~ver. The Root-Mean-Square, RMS, 
value for the b1as and random errors provides an est1mate of a la User Equ1valent 
Range Error, UERE, to a satel11te. Use of a filter, such as the Kalman f~lter used 
1n GPS sets, substant1ally reduces the contr1but10n of random errors to total error, 
part1cularly 1n steady or ben1gn states. For purposes of 1llustration, the random 
error contr~but10n to UERE 15 reduced by a factor of four 1n Table 2-1. Th1s 1S 
a h1gh level of f1lter~ng for sequencing sets Wh1Ch is cons1dered attainable w1th a 
nav1gation f1lter optim1zed for the low dynam1cs approach and land1ng enV1ron-
ment. In the s1mulations d1scussed 1n Sect10n 2.2.2 better filter performance was 
ach1eved, as expected, for the mult1-channel, non-sequenc1ng sets modeled. 
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Table 2-1. Calculated lcr Single Ax~s P-Code Accuracy 
Spec Field Test 
lcr Error (Meters) 1cr Error (Meters) 
\ 
Error Source Bias Random Total Bias Random Total 
Ephemeru Data 3.7 0 3.7 3.5 0 3.5 
Satellite Clock 2.6 0.7 2.7 1.5 0.7 1.7 
Ionosphere 4.0 0 4.0 1.5 0 1.0 
Troposphere 0 3.0 3.0 0 0.5 0.5 
Multipath 0 2.8 2.8 0 1.0 1.0 
Rece~ver 0 1.5 1.5 0 1.5 1."5 
UERE (RMS) 6.0 4.2 7.5 3.7 2.0 4.2 
Filtered UERE (RMS) 6.0 1.1 6.1 3.7 0.5 3.7 
1cr Single Ax~s Error (DOP = 2.5) ,.., 15 ,.., 9 
Mult~ply~ng UERE by an appropr~ate D~lut~on of Prec~s~on (nOP) factor based on space 
segment geometry provides an est~mate of the spat~al, hor~zontal, or vert~cal pos~­
t~on error wh~ch will result from the comb~ned effects of rang~ng errors and system 
geometry. PDOP is the spat~al (3-D) pos~t~on DOP factor; HOOP ~s the honzontal 
(2-D) pos~tion DOP factor; and VDOP ~s the vert~cal (s~ngle ax~s) nop factor. The 
stat~st~cal distr~but~on of nop factors ~s generally highly non-gauss~an and var~es 
w~th geograph~c locat~on. For a discuss~on of the distr~but~on of DOP values and 
~ts use ~n computing pos~t~on error stat~stics see Reference 6. 
Based on Reference 6 data, a single ax~s VDOP value of 2.5 mult~pl~ed by a lcr UERE 
~s used ~n th~s report to prov~de a conservat~ve est~mate of the lcr vertical ax~s 
pos1t~on error. It ~s also considered roughly representat1ve of la crosstrack, and 
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along track errors. For example, the 1a s1ngle aX1S error for the F1eld Test P-Code 
case shown 1n Table 2-1 is est1mated as follows: 
1a s1ngle aX1S error = VDOP ~B1as2 + Filtered Random2 
= 2.5 x 3.7 meters 
9 meters. 
Sim11ar calculations uS1ng field test errors are swmnarized in Tables. 2-2 and 2-3 
for conventional and differential use of P Code, CIA Code, and degraded CIA Code 
s1gnals. As shown 1n Table 2-2, the 1a 10nospher1c error for the CIA Code 1n the 
convent10nal mode is assumed equal to the spec1fication amount allocated to the b1as 
category (1.e., 4 meters) S1nce the accurate ionospher1c correct10n applied in field 
tests by the two frequency P Code receivers is not ava41able to s1ngle frequency CIA 
Code sets. Also, a 7.5 meter rece1ver n01se 1S assumed 1n both modes for CIA Code 
code track1ng sets based on in-house exper1ence W1th the Magnavox Z-Set. In the 
case of degraded CIA Code performan~e calculat10ns, an addit10nal 80 meter hypo-
thet1cal bias 1S included 1n the conventional mode as shown 1n Table 2-2 to 111us-
trate the assumption that the 200 meter CEP performance 1ntended for early c1v11 GPS 
users (see Sect10n 2.1) includes the effects of nop. As 1nd1cated 1n Table 2-3, 
except for a small b1as res1dual in the degraded CIA Code case, all b1as errors are 
assumed cancelled 1n the d1fferential mode. Th1s 1S based on the prem1se that GPS 
geometry 1S essentially constant over large areas so that nearby users w1l1 exper1-
ence and be able to cancel common errors. It 1S consistent w1th our exper1ence 1n 
the TRANSIT satel11te system. The small res1dual b1as error 1ncluded 1n the differ-
ent1al degraded CIA Code case 15 1ntended to 1llustrate that some effect of degrada-
tion may remal.n l.n the dl.fferentl.al mode due to monl.tor statl.on computational and 
data reportl.ng delays. The extent of thl.S effect has not been addressed 1n thl.s 
study. 
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Table 2-2. Calculated la Single Ax~s Accuracy, Conventional P-Code, 
CIA-Code, and Degraded CIA-Code 
Convent~onal 
Conventional P-Code Conventional CIA-Code Degraded CIA-Code 
la Error (Meters) la Error (Meters) la Error (Meters) 
Error Source B~as Random Total Bias Random Total B~as Random Total 
Ephemeris Data 3.5 0 3.5 3.5 0 3.5 3.5 0 3.5 
Satellite Clock 1.5 0.7 1.7 1.5 • 0.7 1.7 1.5 0.7 1.7 
Ionosphere 1.0 0 1.0 4.0 0 4.0 4.0 0 4.0 
Troposphere 0 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 
Mult~path a 1.0 1.0 a 1.0 1.0 a 1.0 1.0 
Receiver a 1.5 1.5 a 7.5 7.5 a 7.5 7.5 
Intentional Bias* a 0 a a a a 80 0 80 
UERE (RMS) 3.7 2.0 4.2 5.5 7.6 9.4 80 7.6 80 
F~ltered UERE 
(RMS) 3.7 0.5 3.7 5.5 1.9 5.7 80 1.9 80 
la Single Axu 
Error (VDOP- 2.5) . -9 -14 -200 
*Hypothet~cal 
.. 
Table 2-3. Calculated la Single Ax~s Accuracy, Different~al P-Code, 
CIA-Code, and Degraded CIA-Code 
Differentul 
Differential P-Code Different~al CIA-Code Degraded CIA-Code 
la Error (Meters) la Error (Meters) lcr Error (Meters) 
Error Source B~as Random T<;>tal B~as Random Total B~as Random Total 
Ephemer~s Data 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Satellite Clock 0 0.7 0.7 0 0.7 0.7 0 0.7 0.7 
Ionosphere 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 
Troposphere 0 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 
Mult~path 0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 
Rece~ver 0 1.5 1.5 0 7.5 7.5 0 7.5 7.5 
Intent~onal B~as* 0 0 0 0 0 0 3. Oi~ 0 3.0 
Cal~bration Site 
Res~dual 0 0.5 0.5 0 1.9 1.9 0 1.9 1.9 
UERE (RMS) 0 2.1 2.1 0 7.9 7.9 3.0 7.9 8.0 
F~ltered UERE 
(RMS) 0 0.5 0.5 0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.6 
lcr S~ngle Ax~s 
Error (VDOP- 2.5) -1.3 -5.0 -9 
*Assumed res~dual after d~fferentially correct~ng for hypothetical intentional UERE 
b~as of 80 meters. 
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For d1fferent1al GPS calculat1ons, an add1tional random error equal to the f11tered 
random error 1S included as shown as an est1mate of the res1dual error at the ca11-
brat10n s1te. In the case of different1al performance w1th the degraded CIA Code, 
the results are 11lustrative only of the type of ~rovement wh1ch might result 1f 
use of the differentul mode 1S technically compatible w1th the degradat10n tech-
n1ques planned. 
A compar1son of Tables 2-2 and 2-3 clearly shows the substant1al improvement pro-
v1ded by the differential techniques. Sect10ns 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 substantute the 
performance calculat10n in Tables 2-2 and 2-3, and Sect10n 2.2.4 discusses the 
~l1cat10ns of the performance relat1ve to current FAA nav1gat10n standards. 
2.2.2 SIMULATIONS 
In addit10n to the -preceding GPS performance calculat10ns, convent1onal and d1f-
ferential GPS performance w1th the P Code, CIA Code and degraded CIA Code was 1nves-
t1gated 1n a dig1tal computer simulat1on. Append1x B descr1bes the s1mulat10n pro-
gram and presents the results of the s1mulat1on. S1mulat1on results show better 
p6rformanc~ than calculated 1n Sect10n 2.2.1 due to the h1gher sampl1ng rate and 
resultant ~roved filter1ng of the mult1-channel, non-sequenc1ng sets modeled. 
In the s1mulat10n, a hypothet1cal n01se model 1S 1ncluded for the degraded CIA Code 
such that 200 meter CEP performance results. Thus, s1mulated degraded CIA Code 
performance 1n the convent1onal mode 1llustrates the nav1gat10n accuracy envelope 
the c1v11 a1r commun1ty can ant1cipate 1n the f1rst year of operat10nal GPS use. 
S1mulated degraded CIA Code performance 1n the d1fferent1al mode and calculat10ns 1n 
Sect10n 2.2.1 assume a h1gh degree of correlat1on between user and cal1brat10n s1te 
errors 1n local areas Wh1Ch mayor may not be the case for the degradat10n techn1que 
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to be appl~ed. Accord~ngly, the results of the d~fferent~al s~mulat~ons and calcu-
lat~ons for the degraded CIA Code should be cons~dered ~llustrat~ve only of the best 
d~fferent~al performance wh~ch can be expected from the degraded CIA Code ~n a local 
area . 
2.2.3 FLIGHT TESTS 
Extens~ve fl~ght test~ng was conducted at Yuma, Ar1zona, dur~ng Phase I of the GPS 
program ~n conventional and different1al modes uS1ng both the P Code and the CIA 
Code (Append~x A). In different~al tests, d~fferent~ally corrected P Code perform-
ance was better than three meters, RMS, in each ax~s w~th degraded GPS s~gnals and 
PDOPS of 3 to 3.6 (correspond~ng convent~onal mode performance was on the order of 
30 meters ~n each axis).7 
Fl~ght tests in the convent~onal (~.e., non-different~al) mode w~th undegraded GPS 
s~gnals produced accurac~es comparable to those pred~cted by the calculat~ons and 
s~mulat~ons ~n th~s study. In the fl~ght test~ng program numerous landings under 
Category I-type condit~ons were made by m~l~tary hel~copter p~lots us~ng conven-
t~onal GPS. These results were ach~eved by profic~ent p110ts, 1n well equ1pped 
a~rcraft, 1n good weather cond1t10ns (1.e., under condit10ns of m1n1mum Fl1ght 
Techn1cal Error). Consequently, they are probably 1ndicat~ve of the best perform-
ance ach1evable with convent10nal GPS rather than of an 1nherent capab111ty of 
convent1onal GPS to support Category I-type operat10ns on a 2 s1gma bas1s as 
requ1red by FAA spec1fications. At the same t1me, the results also suggest that 
different~al GPS w1th 1ts substant1ally 1mproved navigat10n accuracy relat1ve to 
conventional GPS should accommodate at least Category I prec1s10n approaches and 
land1ngs w1th e1ther code. 
• 
2.2.4 DIFFERENTIAL PERFORMANCE VS. FAA NAVIGATION SYSTEM ACCURACY STANDARDS 
• 2.2.4.1 Summary 
r Table 2-4 summarizes the results of the performance calculat10ns in Section 2.2.1. 
20' values are shown to faci11tate comparison w1th FAA nav1gation system accuracy 
, 
I I standards shown in Table 2-5. 4 
Table 2-4. Calculated GPS Performance Summary 
20' Single Ax1S Error (Meters), DOP = 2.5 
GPS Signal Conventional Mode Differential Mode 
P Code 18 2.6 
CIA Code 28 10 
Degraded CIA Code* 400 18 
*Hypothet1cal 
Table 2-5. FAA Nav1gation System Accuracy Standards 4 
Accuracy (2 drms) 
Min1mum 
Operat1onal Phase Alt1tude (ft) Lateral Elevat10n 
Enroute/Terminal 500 4NM 500 M 
Non-PreC1son 250 2NM 100 M 
Approach Precision Category I 100 ±9.1 M* ±3 M* and 
Landing Prec1s1on Category II SO ±4.6 M* ±1.4 ~fl( 
Precls10n Category III 0 ±4.1 M* ±O.S M* 
*20' 
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2.2.4.2 'D~fferent~al Performance Impl~cat~ons 
D~fferent~al P-Code performance of 2.6 meters, 2 cr, is predicted by the calculations 
and nmulations. One of the significant sources of error in differential P- Code 
operat~on is receiver noj~e which is controllable to some degree by rece~ver design. 
However, P-Code rece~ver noise ~s roughly equ~valent to each of the several other 
random error sources in d~fferential GPS, so its substantial reduction, if possible, 
, 
would not materially reduce the total RMS error. Thus, a different~al P-Code accu-
I 
racy of 2.6 meters, 2cr, probably approx~mates the "best" real-t~e differential GPS 
accuracy ach~eveable ~n a pract~cal sense for mov~ng veh~cles w~th moderate dynam~cs. 
D~fferential CIA Code performance of 10 meters, 2cr, pred~cted by the calculations 
and simulat~ons does not approach the accuracy of the differential P-Code nor the 
"best" which should be achievable with the differential. CI A Code. The CIA Code 
rece~ver model on wh~ch the pred~ct~on was based was des~gned for convent~onal mode 
navigat~on on a~rcraft with moderate flight dynam~cs. It contains a substant~al 
rece~ver no~se component wh~ch is not of part~cular concern ~n the ~ntended appl~ca-
J tion' because, when filtered, rece~ver no~se ~s not a s~gn~ficant error compared 
with b~as errors. In the d~fferent~al mode, however, b~as errors are cancelled, and 
1 
1 
1 
J 
I 
j 
j 
.I 
• 
the level of rece~ver no~se modeled becomes the dom~nant random error obscur~ng, ~n 
effect, other random errors encountered. Thus, to improve differentul C/ A Code 
performance, requ~res substantial reduction ~n CIA Code rece1ver n01se. 
Several software techn~ques which would have l~ ttle, ~f any, 1mpact on cost are 
ava~lable to reduce receiver noise effects in the approach and landing environment 
~ncluding opt~m~zat~on of tracking loops, doppler a~dl.ng, nav~gatl.on filters and 
satellite sequenc~ng rates for the relatively low dynam~cs approach mode. These 
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techn~ques are expected to reduce the error due to receiver no~se by a factor of 2 
or 3 relat~ve to that shown by the calculations and simulat~ons. This reduction 
would substant~ally d~m~n1Sh the dominance of the rece~ver noise effect 1n the 
differential mode. 
Hardware techn~ques could also be used to reduce rece~ ver noise contr~but~on but 
would increase cost. These hardware techniques would include use of mult~ple chan~ 
nels and IMU and alt~eter a~d~ng. 
Reduc~ng CIA Code rece~ver no~se to the point where it no longer obscures the other 
random error sources would produce performance wh~ch approaches P-Code d~fferent~al 
performance and is key to achiev~ng maximum differential mode accuracy from the CIA 
Code. D~fferent~al performance improvement versus cost impact for the applicable 
techn~ques should be invest~gated in subsequent stud~es. 
2.2.4.3 FAA Navlgatlon Accuracy Standards Revlew 
A comparlson of pred~cted different1al GPS performance 1n Table 2-4 wlth current FAA 
nav~gation system accurac~es listed in Table 2-5, 1ndicates that d~fferent~al 
P-Code sets (and, as 1ndicated above, opt~~zed d~fferent~al CIA Code sets) should 
sat~sfy Category I requlrements and meet horizontal navlgat~on accuracy requ~rements 
for Category II and III operat~ons but not vert~cal requ~rements. However, d1ffer-
ential GPS vert~cal accuracy 1S very close to the str~ngent FAA vert1cal accuracy 
requ~rements for Category II and III operat~ons, and a reVlew of these requlrements 
relative to d~fferential GPS characteristics seems warranted, partlcularly for 
helicopters, for several reasons: 
1. Total error lS the RMS comb1nat1on of navlgatlon system error and fllght 
technlcal error. Slnce flight technlcal error is generally the larger 
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error, a sl~ght relaxat~on of the FAA vert~cal accuracy requ~rement (wh~ch 
would perm~t different~al GPS to quahfy for Category II and III opera-
t~ons) should not result in a s~gn~f~cant ~ncrease in the total error 
budget. 
2. The hel~copter-un~que capab~lity to hover should perm~t hel~copters to use 
predicted differential GPS vertical accurac~es effect~vely ~n Category II 
and III cond~t~ons, e.g., one approach would be to fly to a hover at coor-
d~nates sl~ghtly above touchdown coordinates (by an amount equal, perhaps, 
to the GPS 2a vert~cal pos~t~on error appl~cable at that t~me) and then, 
based on accurate GPS veloc~ty ~nputs, let down slowly to a soft landing. 
Radio altimeter a~d~ng would greatly facilitate th~s operat~on. 
3. Three un~que GPS character~st~cs perm~ t display formats to be ut~l~zed 
wh~ch w1ll be of s~gn1ficant a~d to a p~lot ~n conducting Category II and 
III approaches and land~ngs. First, GPS prov~des a l~near measurement of 
track displacement rather than VOR/DME and ILS/MLS angular-type measure-
ments, and full scale ~nd~cator deflect~ons ~n the vert~cal and hor~zontal 
axes represent a selected fixed d~stance off course ~n the vert~cal and 
cross track direct~on, respect~vely. Second, s~nce accurate 3-D pos~t~on 
~s known cont~nuously, GPS sets can cont~nuously compute the allowable 
dev~at~on from selected course per FAA standards based on d~stance from 
TDZ. These two character~st~cs can be comb~ned to prov~de the p~lot w~th 
a readily comprehended display of current d~stance off course and, by con-
t~nuously super~mpos~ng on the display the allowable dev~at~on from course 
for the current pos~t~on, a readily comprehended d~splay of safety marg~n. 
The th~rd characterist~c, cont~nuous knowledge of DOP condit~ons, can add 
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to the prec~s~on of p~lot assessment of safety margin. For ~nstance, a 
GPS set can compute the la, 2a or 3a value for estimated pos~tion, and it 
can be d~splayed ln bar form about the estimated posit~on. In thlS way, 
the display could indicate the probability that current estimated position 
was with~n the allowable deviation from selected course for that position. 
The above factors suggest that differential GPS accuracies may be su~table not only 
for Category I conditions but also for Category II and III apphcat~ons, particu-
larly for helicopters. Thus, a review of FAA nav~gation accuracy standards should 
be conducted in conjunction w~th fl~ght tests to determ~ne the extent to wh~ch the 
standards should be revlsed, if at all, to take maX1mum advantage of differential 
GPS for precision approaches and land~ngs for various classes of aircraft and 
applications. 
2.2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
1. Both the CIA Code and P-Code wlll readily support non-precis~on approach 
and landing operations as specified for RNAV/IFR condit1ons. 
2. D~fferent~al GPS improves performance of the P-Code to an extent that lt 
should support precis~on approach and landing operat1ons through Category 
I condit~ons and could concelvably support Category II and III operat~ons, 
part~cularly for hellcopters. CIA code sets w1ll have to be opt~mlzed for 
the differentlal mode to achieve slm~lar performance. The cost lmpact of 
opt1miz~ng CIA Code sets for d~fferent~al operatlon should be lnvestlgated 
ln subsequent studies. 
3. FAA nav~gat~on accuracy standards should be revlewed ln l~ght of differ-
ential GPS characteristics to ensure that maxmum advantage 1S denved 
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from different1al GPS for prec~s~on approaches and land~ngs; e.g., knowl-
edge of DOP conditions will ass1st 1n deterID1n~ng approach hm~tations, 
and helicopter hover attr~butes may perm~t standards to be broadened. 
" 
4. Prov~ded different~al methods are technically feasible wl.th the degrada-
tion techn~ques to be applied, different~al GPS has the potentl.3l to 
r 
extend civl.l use of the degraded CIA Code sl.gnal 1n a local area to at 
least non-prec~sion approaches and landings as def~ned for RNAV/IFR 
operat~ons. 
5. Prov~ded different~al methods are technically feasl.ble wl.th the degrada-
tl.on technique apphed, relative nav~gat~on w~th the degraded C/ A Code 
I should also be feas~ble and provide relat~ve accuracy for a~rcraft l.n 
J 
the same al.r space whl.ch is comparable to differentl.al accuracy. In 
thl.s case, wl.th an altl.meter input the degraded CIA code would be suitable 
1 for all enroute and terml.nal area nav~gatl.on needs. 
t 
2.3 DIFFERENTIAL GPS OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS 
From an operatl.onal: cl.v~l av~at~on pOl.nt of v~ew, GPS should be consl.dered as an 
Area Navl.gatl.on (RNAV) system. The Federal AVl.atl.on Adml.nl.stratl.on's (FAA's) 
Adv~sory Cl.rcular (AC) 90-4SA (l.n process of bel.ng updated) sets forth bas1c 
cons1derat10ns l.nvolved 1n 1ntroduc~ng RNAV 1nto the Nat~onal Av~at10n System (NAS). 
At present the great majorl.ty of the RNAV systems 1n use are based on VOR/DME 
(VORTAC) l.nputs. 
Other naVl.gat10n systems wh~ch currently may be consl.dered to have RNAV capabl.l~ty 
include Loran-C, VLF IOmega and INS/Doppler. These systems may be approved by the 
FAA for Instrument F11ght Rules (IFR) operatl.on enroute, 1.n term1nal areas and for 
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l.nstrument approaches provl.ded they equal or exceed the VOR/DME RNAV accuraCl.es 
as specl.fl.ed in AC 90-45A. So far, none of these other RNAV systems has been 
approved by the FAA as a pr~ary IFR RNAV System l.n all three modes. 
Because of t;he angular divergence of the VOR radials, RNAV route widths may be 
l.n excess of 4.0 nm on either side of the route centerline in an angular splay, 
depending upon distance from the reference VORTAC (VOR/DME) facl.lity. Inasmuch as 
VOR/DME facl.litl.es are subJect to ll.ne-of-sl.ght (radl.o horizon) ll.ml.tatl.ons and in 
Vl.ew of the decreasl.ng accuracy of the VORjDME signals in relatl.on to distance 
from the facl.ll.ty, RNAV l.nstrument approaches are not authorl.zed at locations more 
than 25 nm from a VORTAC station. 
Further l~l.tatl.ons of the' VOR/DME RNAV system are lack of coverage on a fully 
natl.onal basl.s, especl.ally l.n remote areas and offshore, and lack of adequate lonputs 
for low altl.tude navl.gatl.on except when lon the ~ediate vl.cl.nity of a VORTAC facl.l-
l.ty. Even wl.th the relatl.vely low number of VOR/DME RNAV instrument approaches 
currently possloble, a large percentage of these are not under radar survelollance, 
thus greatly ll.ml.tl.ng the frequency of approaches acceptable to ATC. 
Under the best of conditl.ons, RNAV lonstrument approach ml.n~ums generally are not 
less than MDA (Minl.mum Descent Altlotude) 400 ft and vl.sl.bl.lloty 6000 ft. Hell.copter 
vl.siblolity ml.nimums may be half of those approved for fixed wing alorcraft lonstrument 
approaches. All RNAV lonstrument approaches are classlofloed as "non preclosloon", A 
"preclosion" approach according to current ITA definlotloon can only be made wloth an 
ItS (or future MLS) or a precis loon approach radar (PAR/GCA) at the pOlont of lontended 
landing. A Category I precisloon lonstrument approach facl.Iloty provides mlonlomums down 
to 200 ft Decision Heloght (DH) and 3000 ft Runway Visual Range (RVR); Category II, 
100 ft DH and 1200 ft RVR; and Category III lon three vl.sloblolloty gradatloons down to 
0-0. 
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There are three bas1c categor1es of RNAV systems: 
1. 2-D - Whereby the pilot may deteDune h1s cross-track and along-track 
pos1tion (x-y coordinates) . 
2. 3-D - Whereby the p1lot may determine h1s x-y coordinates plus h1s z 
(altitude) coordinate in relat10n to a des1red vertical profile (also 
referred to as "VNAV"). 
3. 4-D - Whereby the pilot has the ab1lity to arr1ve prec1sely at a point 1n 
space at a des1red, altitude on a des1red track and at a des1red t1me 
(x-y-z-t) coordinates. 4-D RNAV also perm1ts arr1val at a des1red touch 
down zone (TDZ) on an a1rport or hel1port at a des1red t1IDe. 
Currently, most general aV1at10n RNAV systems 1n use are 2-D. Airl1ne systems gen-
erally are 3-D. 4-D systems are st111 1n development, but 1t 1S doubtful that they 
can be made acceptably accurate uS1ng the VOR/DME sensors (de11very accuracy goal 1S 
±5 seconds). 
In the present NAS, preC1S10n approach capab111ty is prov1ded at only about 500 
c1v1l a1rports and yet there are over 13,000 publ1c serv1ce a1rports and hel1ports 
1n the Un1ted States and 1tS possess10ns. In addit10n to general aV1at10n's needs 
for "prec1s10n" 1nstrument approach capab1l1ty at thousands of convent10nal a1r-
ports, there are even greater 1nstrument approach "prec1s10n" capablolloty reqUlore-
ments when cons1der1ng the grow1ng need for lonstrument approaches to v1rtually an 
unl1mloted number of land1ng/takeoff areas for IFR-capable hell.copters and other 
VTOL's (vert1cal takeoff and land long veh1cles) now being developed. 
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In Vl.ew of the foregol.ng, a variety of l.mportant operatl.onal improvements can be 
identl.fied whl.ch may be derived from the apphcation of differential GPS. These 
improvements will accrue primarl.ly in the so-called "terminal area" in fixed wl.ng 
,-
parlance, i.e., the approach/landing/takeoff environment including missed approaches 
and aborted takeoffs. 
• Approach/Landing - A signl.fl.cant 1mprovement resultl.ng from differentl.al 
, 
GPS accuracy w111 be to achl.eve substantially lower ceil1ng and visibl.ll.ty 
I 
ml.nimums for helicopter approaches l.n Instrument Meteorologl.cal Conditl.ons 
(IMC) than are possl.ble wl.th VOR/DME RNAV (or any other eXl.stl.ng or 
planned RNAV system). Depending on the GPS sl.gnal access aval.lable, dl.f-
ferential GPS would be expected to at least equal that of a Category I 
l.nstrument approach facill.ty (ILS or MLS). 
Because of the hell.copter's l.nherent capabl.ll.ty of bel.ng flown at low to 
zero speed to a hover, dl.fferentl.al GPS has the potentl.al to support 0/0 
(Category III C) hell.copter landl.ngs. Such operatl.ons, however, would 
requl.re certal.n controls, displays, and procedural technl.que not currently 
aval.lable. For Category I and II approaches, on the other hand, the 
currently aval.lable HSI could be used along Wl.th standard IFR procedures. 
All of the operatl.onal advantages of ILS/MLS w1th co located precl.sl.on DME 
would be provl.ded with dl.fferentl.al GPS 1ncludl.ng mult1-segment vert1cal 
fll.ght paths for nOl.se abatement and obstruct1on clearance; "curvl.ll.near" 
approach paths; precision measurement of elevatl.on independently of a baro 
or radio alt1meter wl.th constant computatl.on of g11de slope; and precl.se 
measurement of distance/tl.me to TDZ. These capab111ties w111 also facl.I-
1tate hell.copter constant deceleratl.ng approach prof11es. 
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Another advantage of the h~gh accuracy of d~fferent~al GPS ~s to prov~de 
the helicopter p~lot w~th the capab~lity to follow narrow-w~dth, d~screte 
rout~ngs prec~sely so as to fac~litate separat10n ~n term~nal areas 
between helicopters and fixed w~ng traffic and to/from hel~ports at con-
vent~onal fixed w~ng airports. 
• Takeoff - As ~n the case of approaches, hel~copter takeoffs in IMC con-
d~ t~ons w~ll requ~re that the p~lot prec~sely follow d~screte, narrow 
w~dth routes for purposes of obstruct~on clearance and no~se abatement, as 
well as to facilitate separat~on from f~xed w~ng a~rcraft where appl~c-
able. These are sometimes referred to as "SID I sIt (Standard Instrument 
Departures) . The h~gh accuracy of differential GPS w~ll make operat~onal 
~rovements of this type feas~ble. 
• Missed Approaches - Current FAA regulat~ons specify that every ~nstrument 
approach procedure (lAP) must have a m~ssed approach procedure. Accord~ng 
to FAA standards, a turn~ng hel~copter m~ssed approach procedure requ~res 
a 1.3 am turn~ng radius. Th~s takes up altogether too much a~rspace but 
J.s based on the assumptJ.on that the p~lot does not have pos~t~ve course 
gu~dance and, therefore, may dr~ft cons~derably w~th cross w~nds. A~r-
space currently requ~red for m~ssed approach procedures can cause 
h~gher MDAs than otherw~se necessary, can restr~ct d~screte rout~ng of 
hel~copters w~th f~xed w~ng traff~c, and can cause the hel~copter lAP to 
be performed at cons~derable d~stances from a des~red land~ng area, (e.g., 
po~nt-J.n-space approaches). In such approaches, the p~lot, after reach~ng 
MDA must proceed by v~sual reference to the surface (hel~copter spec~al 
VFR) to h~s J.ntended po~nt of land~ng (wh~ch may be as far as 20 rum away). 
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The overall questl.on of obstructl.on clearance for l.nstrument approaches 
and departures is extremely compll.cated. Crl.terl.a are set forth in detal.l 
l.n FAA "TERPS" Manual 8260.38. However, thl.s manual l.S by no means up to 
date or complete. Contl.nuing work on thl.s manual wl.ll be needed, includ-
ing such matters as provision for the applicatl.on of dl.fferential GPS 
RNAV. 
Ll.ke missed approach procedures, hell.copter holding procedures require the 
protection of too much al.rspace (5-6 nm laterally and longl.tudl.nally). In 
a controlled sl.tuation, a hell.copter can hold at the standard turnl.ng rate 
of 3° per second, at 90 kts, Wl.th a 3,000 ft turnl.ng radius. Under present 
FAA criterl.a, IAP's must include a holding procedure, wl.th few exceptl.ons. 
Dl.fferentl.al GPS, Wl. th the pl.lot USl.ng a standard HSI display, would 
provl.de the positl.ve gUl.dance necessary to follow precl.sely defl.ned tracks 
and elevatl.ons so as to avol.d obstructl.ons, thus greatly reducl.ng the 
al.rspace requl.red l.n the current TERPS crl.terl.a applicable to hell.copter 
ml.ssed approach procedures. The same prl.ncl.ples apply to reducl.ng al.r-
space requl.rements for hell.copter holding patterns. 
However, the hl.gh navl.gatl.on accuracy to be derl.ved from dl.fferentl.al GPS 
should make hell.copter ml.ssed approaches a rarl.ty. When USl.ng dl.fferentl.al 
GPS 4-D RNAV for approaches, the pilot wl.ll be able to control the speed 
of his hell.copter so as to arrl.ve at the TDZ precl.sely at the tl.me specl.-
fied by ATC, thus ml.niml.zl.ng the need for holding and holdl.ng patterns. 
• Aborted Takeoffs - An aborted hell.copter takeoff generally l.S caused by 
partl.al or total power fal.lure. With today's IFR helicopters, most of 
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whJ.ch have two or three turbJ.ne power plants, the safety of an aborted 
takeoff (after beJ.ng aJ.rborne) would be greatly enhanced by the pJ.lots 
havJ.ng the abJ.lity to qUJ.ckly and precisely return to TDZ through the use 
of differentJ.al GPS. 
ATC Improvements - As indicated in the foregoJ.ng, many helJ.copter opera-
tional improvements may be derJ.ved J.n the landing/takeoff environment 
through the application of differential GPS navJ.gation accuracy. These 
J.mprovements, 1.n turn, could lead to operatJ.onal 1.mprovements J.n AJ.r 
Traffic Control. In envJ.ronments where ATC has control of the airspace, 
the hJ.gh accuracy differentJ.al GPS x-y-z coordinates of the helJ.copter's 
RNAV system could be transmJ.tted via data IJ.nk (DABS or other) to the ATC 
facJ.lity to supplement or be in lieu of radar surveJ.llance. In other 
J.nstances, where ATC coverage is not avaJ.labi'e, aJ.r-to-aJ.r exchange of 
x-y-z coordinates derJ.ved from the aJ.rborne 3-D RNAV system using dJ.f-
ferentJ.al GPS 1.nputs would permJ.t pJ.lots to exercJ.se their own separatJ.on 
assurance. This capabJ.IJ.ty would requJ.re the use of data lJ.nk communJ.ca-
tJ.on and a suitable cockpJ.t dJ.splay (sometJ.mes referred to as a CDTr 
(CockpJ.t Display of TraffJ.c InformatJ.on). Even 1.n ATC controlled aJ.r-
space, however, p1.1ot use of a cockpJ.t separatJ.on assurance dJ.splay would 
sJ.gnJ.ficantly assJ.st 1.n unloadJ.ng the man-l.ntensJ.ve heavy workload ground 
ATC system thus raJ.sJ.ng controller productJ.vJ.ty. USJ.ng the high accuracy 
differentJ.al GPS l.nputs to a CDTr also would permJ.t precJ.se posJ.tion com-
parJ.son between helJ.copters and between helJ.copters and fixed wJ.ng aJ.r-
craft, thus greatly increasJ.ng safety J.n termJ.nal areas . 
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2.4 P-CODE CONVENTIONAL GPS ALTERNATIVE TO DIFFERENTIAL GPS 
Several factors work aga~nst use of the P-Code ~n a conventional mode as an alter~ 
native to differential GPS: 
1. Marginal improvement in civil air operations is provided relat~ve to the 
CIA Code in conventional mode. 
2. Less accuracy is achieved relative to d~fferential GPS. 
3. No cost advantage ~s obtained. 
4. Less access is predicted. 
P Code performance does not provide substantial improvements ~n civil air enroute or 
term~nal area operations relat~ve to the undegraded CIA Code nor provide the preci-
sion approach and landing potential of differential GPS (Section 2.2). This applies 
not only to a s~ngle-channel P-Code set but to multi-channel, a~ded sets as well. In 
the case of the multi-channel, a~ded set, ~ ts pr~mary purpose ~s to ensure good 
performance in Jamm~ng condit~ons and h~gh dynam~cs maneuvers wh~ch are mil~tary 
requ~rements of little sign~ficance to c~vil a~r. 
C~vl.I commun~ty access to the P - Code ~s expected to lag unrestncted CIA Code 
access, and wl.despread use of the P-Code by the cl.vil a~r commun~ty ~s, therefore, 
not l~kely ~n the near term. Some use of P-Code sets ~n the d~fferent~al post proc-
ess~ng mode is antl.cipated ultimately for h~gh prec~s~on operat~ons, such as hydro-
graph~c surveys, s~de look~ng radar surveys and aerl.al photography; and use ~n the 
dl.fferentl.al real tl.me mode for precl.sl.on approaches and landl.ngs may ultl.mately 
occur ~f P-Code sets become readily available and cost compet~tive. 
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3.1 DIFFERENTIAL GPS USES 
SECTION 3 
OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS 
As ~nd~cated ~n Sect~on 2, the c~vil av~at~on commun~ty would derive great util~ty 
from two projected differential GPS capabil~ties: 
1. D~fferentlal techn~ques may retrieve basic CIA Code navigation performance 
from degraded C/ A Code ngnals locally so that approximately 10 meters 
pos~tion accuracy is prov~ded in each aXlS, 1cr; and 
2. Dlfferential technlques should enhance undegraded GPS nav~gatlon accuracy 
to an extent that it would support Category I approaches and landings and 
poss~bly Category II and III operat~ons, espec~ally for hel~copters. 
The performance provided by the first l~sted d~fferent~al GPS capab~lity would per-
m~t local~zed civll use of degraded C/ A Code signals for at least non-preclS~on 
approaches and landings; comparable relat~ve GPS performance coupled with alt~meter 
~nputs would satisfy all enroute and term~nal area nav~gat~on needs. Thus, w~th 
d~fferent~al GPS ava~lable dur~ng s~gnal degradat~on per~ods, the c~vil a~r com-
mun~ty could make use of GPS as an RNAV/IFR system for all enroute, term~nal area 
and non-prec~s~on approach and landing operatlons; i.e., GPS use would be s~milar to 
current VOR/DME use wlth the added advantage of better accuracy and global coverage 
lndependent of beacon alds. 
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The second hsted different~al GPS capab~hty would perm~t GPS to be used as a 
relat~vely low cost means to expand Category I capab~l~ty to a v~rtually unl~m~ted 
number of landing s~tes and poss~bly to support Category II and III operat~ons for 
. -
selected applications, locat~ons and condit~ons. In this case, different~al GPS use 
would be nm~lar to ILS/MLS and PAR/GCA use; i. e., it would be used as follows: 
• For all-weather approaches and land~ngs. 
• As an a~d to reduce a1rspace requ1rements for m1ssed approaches. 
I 
• As an a1d to minim1ze missed approaches. 
• As an a~d to safety for an aborted takeoff by fac1l~tat1ng a rapid return 
to takeoff p01nt as a result of precision nav1gat10n capab1lity. 
1 • 
As an aid (4-D) to m~~mize the need for holding. 
• For automat1c pos1t10n report1ng to the ground-based ATC system to sup-
plement,or be in lieu of, radar. 
• As a sensor to dnve sU1table cockpit displays to provide p1lots w1th 
4-D gu~dance for prec1s~on approaches and land1ngs and w1th the capab~l~ty 
of assur~ng air-to-a~r self separation. 
• For automat~c flight control system coupl~ng 
In addit~on, when apply~ng different~al GPS to prec1s~on approach and landing opera-
t~ons, the follow~ng un~que GPS character~st~cs could be used to substant~al 
advantage: 
• Omni-directional (360°) az~muth coverage w~th l~near measurement of track 
d1splacement. 
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• From 1.5 0 (or less) to 45 0 (or more) elevation coverage on a 3600 (omni-
directional) basis. 
• Continuous measurement of distance and t~e to TDZ on approaches perm1t-
t1ng ±5 second accuracy for landing at des1red arr1val t1me at TDZ (auto 
throttle coupling optional). 
• Cont1nuous measurement of distance and time to key alt1tude control p01nts 
l.n the different1al GPS service area dur1ng departure, e. g. per SIn 's, 
For fixed wing aircraft, different1al GPS would f1nd wide application l.n extending 
all-weather operatl.on to the several thousand eX1sting a1rports without precision 
approach and landing faci11ties. At remote and relat1vely un1mproved locat10ns, l.t 
would be useful not only as an approach and landing aJ.d but also as a means of 
ach1ev1ng the h1gh accuracy needed to l.mprove aer1al exploration and mappl.ngj e.g., 
l.t could support aer1al photomapping without the need to establ1sh ground control, 
l.t would supply the accuracy needed to perm1t hydrograph1c surveys to be conducted 
by a1rcraft and it would improve crop dustl.ng operatl.ons. 
For hell.copters dl.fferentl.al GPS preCl.Sl.on approach and landl.ng capabill.ty could be 
used to serve a varl.ety of locations: 
• Dedicated hell.pads at conventl.onal fixed wing al.rports. 
• Heliports in Cl.ty centers and urban areas, consl.derl.ng that they may be 
located on the surface, on elevated structures specl.ally constructed for 
this purpose (e. g., over warehouses, wharves, ral.lroad yards, etc.), or 
on tops of bUl.ldl.ngs. 
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• Helipads located on oil product~on platforms offshore. 
• Heliports in remote areas (e. g., Alaska) or mountal.nous regl.ons (e. g. 
Appalachia) . 
• Heliports required for corporate/busl.ness purposes (e.g., next to manu-
facturl.ng facl.ll.ties). 
Thus, the potentl.al uses of dl.fferentl.al GPS by the civil aVl.atl.on community are 
many, varl.ed and of extreme value. 
3.2 HELICOPTER REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENTIAL GPS 
Hel~copter operatl.ons reqUl.rl.ng differential GPS capabl.l~tl.es are those in whl.ch 
landings must or should be made l.n IMC conditl.ons equl.valent to Category I, II and 
III condl.tl.ons. Typical of these operations would be emergencl.es of all types, 
routl.ne police operations and scheduled commuter and cargo servl.ce. 
For hel~copters, conditions requirl.ng dl.fferent~al GPS accuraCl.es will occur more 
frequently than for fl.xed Wl.ng al.rcraft. For example, although a 200 ft. cel.ling 
reqUl.rl.ng Category I accuracy may eXl.st as measured from the surface, a landing on 
a 100 ft. elevated hell.port would require landing navl.gatl.on accuracy equivalent 
to a Category II ILS/MLS, and on a 200 ft. elevated hell.port, accuracy equl.valent 
to a Category III (zero-zero) ILS/MLS. 
Another hel~copter requirement for dl.fferentl.al GPS l.S impll.cl.t in the operation of 
helicopters into and out of conventl.onal (CTOL) al.rports where discrete, narrow 
wl.dth routl.ngs must be followed to and from a dedicated hell.copter landl.ng/takeoff 
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area on the CTOL airport. Such operat~ons should be possible independent of and 
s1multaneous w~th fixed w1ng approaches and departures ~n weather conditions at 
least equal to those under which airline operat~ons are conducted at that particular 
r' a~rport. 3600 Azimuth coverage is required for helicopter operations along with 
var~able gl~de slopes. 
Thus, 
types 
a differential GPS capab~lity through Category III is needed for several 
of hel~copter operat~ons wh~ch ut~lize the widespread, diverse hel~pads/ 
heliports l~sted in Section 3.1. A m~tigating factor in the case of helicopters is 
that the~r ab~l~ty to be flown at low speed greatly enhances the pilot r s v~sual 
acu~ty and thus "softens" to some extent the approach/landing navl.gat~on accuracy 
otherwise required by h~gh performance airplanes under comparable ceil~ng/vl.sibil~ty 
cJ.rcumstances. The relationship between honzontal and lateral velocity ~n an 
~nstrument approach vs. nav~gatJ.on accuracy appears to be a subject for further use-
ful study. 
3.3 POTENTIAL SUPPORTERS 
PotentJ.al c~vl.I supporters of different~al GPS would ~nclude the following diverse 
users and organJ.zatJ.ons: 
Hel1copter Assoc~atJ.on of AmerJ.ca 
CommercJ.al Air Lines/Commuter Servl.ce 
Airline PJ.lots AssocJ.ation 
A~r Cargo Companies 
FAA 
Aircraft Manufacturers 
GPS EquJ.pment Manufacturers 
OJ.l CompanJ.es 
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• With respect to the civ1l air community's support of a differential GPS development 
program, the f1rst point to be recogn1zed is that the industry by and large 1S not 
• 
really aware of what d1fferential GPS is, what lots advantages are, why lot may be 
.- needed, and what lot w111 cost. Accordingly, a study of differential GPS by NASA's 
Ames Research Center loS considered to be very t~ely. 
Once a successful differential GPS T&E Program 1S underway, the c1v1l aviation com-
mun1ty can be brought into an informed posit1on w1th respect to d1fferential GPS. 
Industry might then fund further differential development, includ1ng especully 
hell.copter manufacturers and operators, GPS equl.pment manufacturers, and petroleum 
I productl.on companies. A convincing case would have to be made, however, that r1sks in further R&D are minimal and that the ultimate product will be cost effectl.ve. 
1 
J 
The cJ.vl.l helicopter community is the leading civ1.l air supporter of GPS at thl.s 
tl.Dle. Thl.s has been eV1.denced on numerous occasions by the hell.copter 1ndustry's 
representative organl.zation, the Helicopter AssocJ.at1on of AmerJ.ca, 1n testimony 
before the Congress and 1n other statements and presentatJ.ons. Most recently, 
during the HAA/NASA Advanced Rotocraft Technology Workshop held on December 3-5, 
1980, the consensus of a panel of twelve outstanding hell.copter user speakers was 
that GPS l.S urgently needed at the earliest possible date to l.mprove hell.copter 
all-weather operatl.onal capabill.ty. The full text of these speakers' presentatl.ons, 
1ncluding thel.r endorsements of GPS, 1S reproduced 1n the Workshop's f1nal report. 
A likely differential GPS support effort by the helicopter l.ndustry, once the NASA 
T&E phase has been successfully completed, would be sign1ficant comnl1tments to 
purchase both airborne and ground dl.fferential GPS equ1pment (this would facl.litate 
product10n fundl.ng by GPS manufacturers). Ground facl.11t1es could be expected to be 
purchased by hell.copter operators for thel.r pr1vately used hell.ports (e.g., on 011 
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platforms, in remote areas, and for corporate/business heUpads). For pubhcly 
owned and public use hel~ports (even through privately owned), the FAA would pro-
bably purchase the ground differential GPS equipment. All a1rborne equipment would 
be purchased by operators, perhaps subsidized by helicopter manufacturers if they 
felt different1al GPS would help market their product. The 011 production compan1es 
could also be supporters once they are shown that differential GPS would prov1de 
greater all weather operational reliabihty for their helicopter support 
contractors. 
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SECTION 4 
DIFFERENTIAL GPS CONCEPTS AND COST IMPACT 
4. 1 MAJOR IMPLEMENTATION ALTERNATIVES 
4.1.1 GROUNDBASED MONITORING EQUIPMENT 
At least three bas~c types of ground-based mon~tor~ng are poss~ble: 
1 . Da ta r:~nk Type 
2. Pseudol~te Type 
3. Translator Type 
The data l1nk type ut~l~zes a benchmarked GPS set wh~ch rece~ves GPS s~gnals, com-
putes 1tS pos~tion, and compares ~ts computed pos~t~on w~th 1tS known posit1on to 
determ~ne error correct10ns. These error correct10ns are data l1nked to GPS equ~p­
ped a~rcraft 1n the v~c~n1ty and are used to correct the onboard nav~gat10n solu~ 
t~on. Var1at10ns w~th1n this convent~onal type 1nclude, as d~scussed ~n subsequent 
sect1ons, use of single or mult~-channel sets, use of an external computer for cor-
rect~on computat10n, type of correct10n, number of satellites tracked, and frequency 
of output. The pr~mary advantage of the data l1nk type relat~ve to the other bas1c 
types 1S that 1t requ~res l~ttle change to a1rborne or ground GPS sets. Other 
advantages are that no new frequency allocat10n w1ll be requ~red and the techn~que 
1S suitable for post processing appl1cat10ns. Its pr~mary d~sadvantage 1S that it 
requ1res a separate data l1nk; th~s disadvantage d1sappears 1f a data link 1S other-
W1se ava1lable. Figure 4-1 1llustrates th1s type. 
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Figure 4-1. Different~al GPS - Data L~nk Type 
The pseudol~te type mon~tors GPS signals and computes correct~ons ~n the same manner 
as the data l~nk type, but ~t also generates ~ts own PN code and nav~gat~on message 
~ wh~ch ~s transm~tted at the GPS L2 frequency along w~th correct~on data for the GPS 
satell~tes. The PN code and nav~gat~on message generated at the calibrat~on s~te 
prov~des another GPS s~gnal source from, ~n essence, a ground-based or pseudo satel-
l~te, hence the term pseudol~te. The pseudol~te type ~ncludes var~at~ons s~m~lar to 
those poss~ble w~th the data l~nk type. The pseudol~te has several advantages: (1) 
the a~rborne GPS set can funct~on as the different~al data rece~ver avo~ding the 
necessity for a separate d~fferent~al data a~rborne rece~ver; (2) the pseudol~te's 
nav~gat~on s~gnal prov~des a h~ghly accurate s~ngle l~ne of pos~t~on (LOP) wh~ch 
should reduce UERE errors and/or nop in ~ts vic~n~ty; (3) the PH transm~ss~on pro-
v~des ~nherent protect~on for the correct~on data; and (4) a s~de benefit ~s pro-
v~ded ~n test programs conducted w~th the current s~x satell~te GPS constellat~on 
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because the additional pseudolite ngnal source penDl.ts operat~on w~th less than 
four satellites in V1ew, thus extending available test time. Pseudolites were the 
bas~s for ~nverted range testing dur~ng the advanced development phase of the Phase 
I GPS test program at Yuma, Ar~zona. Disadvantages of the pseudolite type are: (1) 
extra cost for the ground equ~pment for such items as wave form generators, time 
synchronization equipment and L-band transmitters; (2) added complexity relat~ve to 
the data hnk type; (3) possible near/far problems in urcra~t recept~on of the 
different strength pseudolite and satellite ngnals depending I on pseudolite loca-
tion; (4) the need for two antennas on the aircraft to ensure full t~me recept~on; 
(5) the possible need for a new frequency allocation; and (6) possible problems for 
non-participating users in the v1cin~ty of the L2 ground transmission. Figure 4-2 
~llustrates this type. Figure 4-3 ~llustrates a Z-Set mechanization of the pseudo-
lite approach. 
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Figure 4-2. D1fferent1al GPS - Pseudo11te Type 
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The translator tyPe merely offsets the frequency of GPS 5l.gnals recel.ved by l.ts 
benchmarked antenna and retransml.ts them to al.rborne users on another L-band fre-
quency, L. The sl.gnals from all aval.lable satelll. tes are retransmitted contl.nu-
n 
ously, and the al.rborne GPS set computes the correctl.ons for l.ts constellatl.on 
knoWl.ng the location of the transponder. No GPS set l.S requl.red at the ground Sl.te 
and no processing l.S accompll.shed or correction data generated at the ground Sl.te. 
Prl.mary advantages of the translator type are ml.nl.mal complexl.ty and low cost for 
the ground l.nstallatl.on to the pOl.nt where l.t becomes practl.cal when one or a few 
hell.copters must serve many landing sl.tes, such as ol.l rl.gs. Low power, portable 
ground statl.ons can also be env1sl.oned. Dl.sadvantages of thl.s type are: (1) two 
GPS antennas are requl.red on the al.rcraft; (2) an L-band translator l.S requl.red on 
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the al.rcraft to reverse the translatl.on accompll.Shed on the ground; (3) a multi~ 
channel GPS receiver may be requl.red on the al.rcraft; (4) a new frequency alloca-
hon would be requl.red; (5) near- far problems wl.ll be encountered in aircraft GPS 
signal receptl.on; (6) user dynamics may be restricted; and (7) the pilot will be 
required to enter the coordinates of the ground translator into the airborne system. 
Figure 4-4 illustrates this type. 
4.1.2 COMPUTATION AND APPLICATION OF CORRECTIONS 
The correctl.on data which would typl.cally be requl.red in the differential mode would 
include the following: 
• Correctl.on data for 3 to 8 satellites 
• Correctl.on data quall.ty estl.mates 
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Figure 4-4. Dl.fferential GPS - Translator Type 
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• Satellite data and I.D. 
• Ground/User coord~nation data 
• Ground equipment status 
• Correct~on data encoding (1) , (2) 
• Correction data quality estimates (1) , (2) 
For the data l~nk and pseudolite concepts, two bas~c types of correct~ons could be 
I 
computed and transm~tted by the calibrat~on site: (1) X, Y, Z pos~tion corrections, 
or (2) UERE correct~ons for each satellite. In both cases, the correct~ons would be 
based on companng the GPS solution with the known locat~on of the calibration 
s~te's GPS antenna, the difference be~ng the correct~on to be applied. 
The advantage of the X, Y, Z correction ~s that ~t can be appl~ed as a s~mple addi-
t~on to the a~rborne set's solution e~ther internal to the GPS set or by an external 
computer. The disadvantages of the X, Y, Z correction techn~que are that it requ~res 
both sets to track the same satell~tes and that the result~ng a~rborne solution may 
be less accurate than a UERE correct~on ~ntroduced ~nto the airborne set's nav~ga-
t~on filter. 
The advantage of UERE correction is that ~t can be transm~tted for all GPS satel-
l~tes ~n v~ew to el~m~nate the need for the a~rborne set to track the same satel-
l~tes as the cal~bration s~te. The d~sadvantages are that (1) more data must be 
transm~tted and (2) update rates may requ~re the use of mult~-channel sets at the 
cal~bration s~te. The update rate ~s a sign~f~cant parameter for both X, Y, Z and 
UERE correct~on methods and requires further study. 
For the transponder concept, no process~ng ~s accompl~shed at the cal~bration s~te 
and the GPS satell~te s~gnals are transponded cont~nuously. The correct~ons are 
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computed by the a1rborne system and can be e1ther X, Y, Z or UERE corrections deter~ 
m1ned 1nternal to the GPS set or by an external computer. Again, X, Y, Z correc~ 
tions would be simple additions to the aircraft IS GPS solut1on while UERE correc-
tions could be filtered along with received s1gnals. 
4.1.3 DATA LINK EQUIPMENT AND INTERFACES 
The d1fferent types of data l1nk equipment and interfaces are 1nd1cated on Figures 
4-1 through 4-4. As shown in Figure 4-1, the da ta link concept ut11izes a VHF 
d1fferent131 data transm1tter at the cahbration site and a VHF differential data 
receiver on the a1rcraft. The transmitter and rece1ver would be interfaced to the 
GPS sets or, if used, separate computers via a data modem which could be a stand-
alone modem or internal to the VHF equipment, the GPS sets or the separate compu-
ters. The data stream would conta1n some minimal error encoding. If an eX1st1ng 
data link 1S available, such as planned for DABS, 1t could be 1nterfaced directly. 
Figure 4-3 shows the data l1nk equ1pment for the pseudol1te type. As 1ndicated, the 
ground equ1pment consists of an appl1que to the ground GPS set interfaced directly 
to an L-band transmitter. The airborne GPS set receives the correct10n data trans-
m1ssion directly. Aga1n, some m1n1mal error encod1ng would be appl1ed to the cor-
rect10n data transm1tted. 
Figure 4-4 shows the data link equ1pment for the translator type. As 1ndicated, the 
ground equ1pment cons1sts of an up or down converter interfaced d1rectly to an 
L-band transm1tter. A s1m1lar translator 1n the a1rborne system reconverts the 
translated GPS signal for d1rect recept10n by the airborne GPS set. No error encod-
1ng is introduced 1n th1s approach S1nce no data 1S generated. 
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4.1.4 AIRBORNE GPS EQUIPMENT 
4.1.4.1 Data L~nk Type 
Figure 4-1 shows that an essent1ally standard single channel GPS set could be used 
on the aircraft in the data link approach. Wh1le standard sets could be used, a CIA 
Code set optim1zed for the different1al mode would produce higher accuraC1es and may 
enta11 both hardware and software changes (see Sect10n 2.2.4). 
The follow1ng m1nor modif1cat1ons would be required 1f standard or opt1m1zed sets 
were to be able to function in the differential mode: 
1. If corrections were applied 1nternal to the GPS set, 
a. A differential mode command would be requ1red. 
b. Correction algorithms would be requ1red. 
c. Differential mode satel11te select10n algor1thms would be requ1red 
1f X, Y, Z correct1ons are appl~ed. 
d. A data interface would be requ1red. 
2. If correct1ons were appl1ed by the a1rcraft central computer external to 
the GPS set, only a d1fferent1al mode satel11te select10n algor1thm com-
b1ned w1th a d1fferent1al mode command would have to be added and then, 
only if X, Y, Z correct10ns are used rather than UERE correct10ns. 
All of tHe modifications could be accomplished 1n software except for the hardware 
interfaces to the data link or central computer 1f they are not a~ready prov1ded as 
part of the a1rborne system. 
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4.1.4.2 Pseudolite Type 
Figure 4-2 indicates that the a~rborne GPS set ~n the pseudolite concept would 
requ~re several mod~fications to a standard or optimized set. These would include 
the following: 
1. The add~t~on of an L2 RF front end would be required along with an L1/L2 
sW1tching capab11~ty. 
2. The dynamic range of the RF front and would have to be increased. 
3. All of the data l~nk concept modifications would be requ~red except for 
the data interface. 
4. An additional antenna would be required. 
4.1.4.3 Translator Type 
Figure 4-4 shows that the airborne GPS set 1n the translator concept would requ~re 
several addit10ns/modificat1ons to a standard opt1m1zed set. 
1. An Ln/L1 translator would be required. 
2. Addit10nal channel capac~ty might be needed or antenna sW1tch1ng capab11-
1ty would be required. 
3. An add1tional antenna would be requ1red. 
4. All of the data link modif1cations would be requ1red except for the data 
interface. 
S. The dynamic range of the RF front end would have to be 1ncreased. 
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4.2 BASIC DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS COMPARISON 
A rev~ew of the advantages and disadvantages presented in Section 4.1 for the three 
bas~c differential GPS concepts leads to several conclus~ons: 
. -
1. The data hnk concept requires the least amount of change to standard 
GPS sets for ground and auborne use ~n the differential mode. Th~s is 
accomphshed at the expense of a separate data hnk which may be ava~l-
able anyway as a low cost subsystem ~n support of next generation ATC 
operations. The data link concept could be developed and demonstrated 
at the least cost and with the least risk. 
1 2. The pseudolite concept may, depend~ng on the location of the pseudolite, 
prov~de the best accuracy because of ~roved geometry (i.e., lower PDOP) 
and would be of benefit during lim~ted satell~te ava~labil~ty. Also, this 
1 . 
J conceptel:uunates the need for a separate a~rborne data link rece~ver. 
However, these benefits are achieved at the expense of added complexity, 
rl-sk, and cost for both ground and al-rborne GPS equ~pment. Also, these 
benef~ts may be of questionable value during the operatl-onal GPS era Sl-nce 
(a) the accuracy l-mprovement w~ll not be substantl-al, (b) sateill-te aval-l-
ab~ll-ty w~ll not be hml-ted, and (c) a separate, low cost data hnk to 
support next generation ATC operatl-ons may be aval-lable at no cost to the 
data link concept. 
3. The translator concept would prov~de the lowest cost ground lnstallatlon 
at the expense of consl-derable complexity in the airborne GPS system and 
at some technical nsk. Thu concept could be cost effective where a 
few hell-copters serve a large number of s~tes. Operat~ons of th~s type 
are, however, not common, and the small amortl-Zatlon base w~ll make devel-
opment of a cost effect~ve translator system dlffl-cult. 
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4.3 DIFFERENTIAL GPS COST IMPACT 
The extra cost of differential GPS relat~ve to the conventional mode is (1) that 
attributable to necessary changes and add~t~ons to the a~rborne conventional set and 
(2) that ~ncurred in the acquis~tion, installat~on, and operat~on of the calibrat~on 
site equipment. The impact of these extra costs will be a function of the eventual 
cost of a convent~onal c~vil set, the ava~lab~lity of suitable data link rece~vers 
in part~c~pat~ng aircraft, number of users served by a calibration s~te, and type 
of different~al concept employed. Uncertainties ~n the outcome of the final product 
des~gn make the eventual cost of GPS nav~gation receivers for general aviat~on dif-
hcult to pred~ct. Some inught ~s provl.ded by a January 1979 report t~tled, 
"Avl.onics Cost Development for Civil Applicat~on of GPS" by ARINC for the FAA. The 
report concludes that a civl.I set comparable to the GPS Phase I Z-Set could be pro-
duced ~n quant~ty for under $5,000 (1977 dollars).s,9 
A prel~m~nary assessment of the cost ~act of differential GPS based on expected 
trends ~n the 1985-1990 t~me frame ~s summanzed in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. The 
~mpact u expressed as a percentage of the cost of a conventional GPS set and is 
based on (1) assumed complexity of the different~al equ~pment relat~ve to a con-
vent~onal set, (2) 50 or more users per site, (3) assumed h~gh quant~ty production, 
(4) negl~g~ble cal~brat~on s~te operat~ng costs, and (5) negl~gible amort~zed devel-
opment costs. 
4.3.1 CALIBRATION SITE COSTS 
As Table 4-1 shows, the ~nstalled cost of calibrat~on s~te equipment for the data 
l~nk and pseudol~te concepts is est~mated to be about 200% of the cost of a con-
vent~onal set and for the translator concept as about 20% of the cost of a conven-
t~onal set. Amort~zed over 50 users, th~s calibrat~on s~te cost per user would 
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Table 4-1. Differential GPS Calibrat~on Site Acquisition 
and Installation Cost 
Technique Requ~red Cost l 
Data Link • Standard GPS Set - 200% 
• VHF Transmitter with 
Data Modem, Antenna 
• Interfaces/Chass~s 
Pseudolite • Standard GPS Set - 200% 
• PN/L2 Applique 
Translator Translator (L1/Ln) - 20% 
lExpressed as a percentage of the cost of a standard GPS set. 
250 users assumed. 
Table 4-2. Different~al GPS A~rborne User Cost Impact 
Different~al Techn~que Differential Equ~pment Requ~red 
Data L~nk, Suitable VHF Data bnk M~nor GPS set Mods 
Rece~ver Ava~lable on A~rcraft 
Data L~nk, Su~table VHF Data L~nk VHF Data Link Rece~ver 
Rece~ver Not Ava~lable on VHF Antenna 
A~rcraft Minor GPS set Mods 
Pseudohte RF Mods 
Extra Channel 
Extra Antenna 
Translator Translator (L
n
/L1) Extra Channel 
Extra Antenna 
lExpressed as a percentage of the cost of a standard GPS set. 
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-
4%/user 
-
4%/user 
< 1%/user 
Cost Impact! 
,.. 0% 
,.. 20% 
,.. 30% 
,.. 50% 
be about 4% for the data h.nk and pseudolite concepts and less than 1% for the 
translator concept. Thus, ground equ~pment for d~fferent~al GPS is not considered 
a major cost factor 1f a reasonable number of users are served per s~te. 
4.3.2 USER EQUIPMENT COSTS 
In the data l~nk concept, as Table 4-2 shows, the extra cost 1mpact of the a~rborne 
different1al capab~l~ty 1S estimated as about 20% of the cost of a convent~onal CIA 
Code set 1.f a dedicated different~al data l~nk rece1.ver must be supplied. Where 
suitable data link rece~vers are ava~lable on part~c~pat~ng a1.rcraft, the cost 
1mpact would be negligible. 
In the pseudol~te concept, as ind~cated 1n Table 4-2, the extra cost 1mpact of the 
a~rborne d~fferent~al capabl.lity ~s est1.mated as the equ~valent of 30% of the cost 
of a convent~onal set. 
For the translator concept, Table 4-2 shows that the extra cost of the airborne d~f­
ferent~al capab111ty 1S est1mated as 50% of the cost of a convent10nal set. Because 
of 1tS h~gh a~rborne cost and low ground cost, th~s concept would be of interest 
prl.marl.ly where one or a few hel~copters serve many s~tes, such as 01.1 r~gs. 
For purposes of comparison, the extra cost of a s1ngle channel, P-Code 1mplemen-
tat~on 15 est~mated as 20% of the cost of a s~ngle channel CIA Code set. Th~s 
factor could vary substantially depend~ng on mechanl.zat1.on techn~ques and production 
quant~tl.es. 
4.3.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The data ll.nk d~fferentl.al technique appears l~kely to be the most econom~cal, least 
complex of the three dl.fferent~al concepts consl.dered. Also, development cost and 
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r~sk w~ll be less for th~s concept than for the other different~al approaches. It 
~s, therefore, the concept used as the model for plann~ng the T&E program ~n a later 
section of this report. S~nce the other d~fferent~al techn~ques offer benef~ts for 
. -
spec~al appl~cat~ons, they should be studied ~n greater deta~l in the init~al phase 
of the T&E program. 
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SECTION 5 
THE CASE FOR DIFFERENTIAL GPS 
5 . 1 PRE CEDENT 
The precedent for enhancing navigation system accuracy through use of different~al 
techniques is well established. Omega is utilized in the differential mode to 
ach~eve an order of magnitude improvement in Omega navigat~on accuracy near shore, 
and it ~s used ~n the relative mode to achieve s~milar ~rovements for at sea 
rendezvous. Differential Loran-C, in the form of calibrated cha~n operat~ons, is 
ut~l~zed for hydrograph~c surveys and conf~ned waterway nav~gation. Different~al 
TRANSIT satelhte pos~t~oning, in the form of translocation, is used to extend 
convent~onal (i.e., non-different~al) accurac~es of several meters to the 10 to 20 
cm range for geodet~c survey appl~cat~ons. 
5.2 POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING DEGRADED CIA CODE PERFORMANCE 
Different~al GPS has the potenhal to m~ tigate intentionally degraded C/ A Code 
condit~ons so that basic GPS performance is retr~eved ~n local areas; relat~ve GPS 
performance holds s~m~lar prom~se for enroute operat~ons. Accordingly, ~f d~ffer­
ent~al/relat~ve nav~gat~on techniques are techn~cally compat~ble w~th the type of 
~ntent~onal degradat~on to be encountered, c~v~l users should be able to ut~lize GPS 
effectively even under ~ntent~onally degraded C/ A Code condi t~ons . In this case, 
~nherent relat~ve GPS accuracy w~th alt~meter a~ding would perm~t degraded CIA Code 
s~gnals to be used for all RNAV/IFR enroute and terminal area operat~ons; 
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d~fferent~al GPS would extend that capab~lity to at least non-prec1s10n IFR 
approaches and land1ngs ~n local areas. Th1s would br1ng the considerable benef1ts 
of GPS to the c1v~1 a1r commun1ty at the earliest poss1ble t1me. 
5.3 POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING UNRESTRICTED GPS PERFORMANCE 
When the civ~l commun1ty rece~ves unrestr1cted access to GPS s1gnals, d1fferential 
GPS will extend conventional GPS performance capab~lity to at least Category I 
approach and landing cond~t10ns and may extend ~t to Category II ana III at many 
s1tes, particularly for helicopters. The need for these capabilit1es 1S ~mpl1cit in 
the FAA IFR standards; ~.e., ~f aircraft are to fly 1n all-weather cond1tions, the 
need for differential GPS-type accuracies eX1sts. 
Currently, the need for Category III type accuracies ~s not be~ng sat1sfied because 
Category III nav~gat~on a~ds are not ava~lable. In Category III s~tuat1ons, fl~ghts 
are rerouted to alternate s~tes w~th h1gher m~n~ums or cancelled. In the maJor~ty 
of Category II s~tuat10ns, fl~ghts are also rerouted to alternate s~tes w~th h~gher 
m~n~mums or cancelled due to the limited number of Category II fac~lit~es and qual-
~fied p1lots. Category I needs fare somewhat better, but, even here, they are 
sat1sfied at only a small percentage of our airports and rerout~ng or cancellat~on 
~s the norm under these condit~ons rather than the except~on. 
Thus, different~al GPS has the potent~al to substant1ally ~mprove the ava~lab~11ty 
of prec~s~on approach and land~ng fac1l~t1es worldw~de. 
5.4 DIFFERENTIAL GPS VALUE 
Different~al GPS has the potent~al to extend a relatively low cost all-weather 
capab~11ty to thousands of publ~c serv~ce and pr~vate a~rfields wh~ch would not be 
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l~kely to obta~n it otherw~se. The availability of w~despread all-weather capability 
would be extremely valuable to commercially-based and private fl~ght operat~ons: 
1. It is essent~al if hel~copters are to realize their full potential for 
emergency, commuter and cargo service; 
2. It offers the potential for ngnl.ficant sav~ngs from reduced fuel use 
, 
for alternate site routing and missed approaches and from lowered fuel 
Ireserve requirements for alternate sjte plann~ng; 
3. It will substantially improve safety by reduc~ng missed approaches and 
assisting in aborted takeoffs; 
4. It is invaluable for those situat~ons when the weather closes-in at alter-
nate sites and when emergencies ex~st at sites with Category I, II or III 
condit~ons; 
5. It will ~ncrease product~v~ty and result in more cost-effect~ve, safer 
flight operat~ons ~n general. 
The use of differential GPS for all-weather applicat~ons could beg~n when the c~vil 
comnruni ty obtained access to the undegraded C/ A Code provided that opt~~zed C/ A 
Code sets are ava~lable w~th d~fferential performance capab~l~ty approach~ng that 
pred~cted for the differential P-Code. In the meant~me, different~al GPS appears to 
have the potent~al ~n local areas to denve basic C/ A Code performance from the 
degraded CIA Code. This would support at least non-prec~s~on operat~ons and 
approach Category I capab~lity. Thus, differentul GPS, together w~ th inherent 
similar relative accuracy for enroute and terlunal area operat~ons, shows prom~se 
of permitting the c~vil commun~ty to use GPS effectively as soon as ~t becomes 
operat~onal. The c~vil commun~ty would thereby derive many of the considerable ben-
ehts of GPS ~n the areas of improved safety, productiv~ty and economy at the 
earl~est poss~ble t~me. 
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In another vel.n, use of differentl.al GPS for such hl.gh preCl.Sl.on operatl.ons as 
al.rborne hydrographl.c surveys, slode looklong radar (SLR) surveys, and aer~al photo-
graphy Wloll provlode substantloal savlongs over current operatloons. For SLR mappl.ng 
and aerial photography, differentl.al GPS will el~l.nate the costly establloshment of 
accurate ground control and, for hydrographloc surveys, permlot faster, more econom-
l.cal al.rborne surveys rather than shipborne surveys. These hlogh precis loon opera-
tloons wloll generally use post processlong rather than real t~e methods, but the 
basloc differentl.al techm.ques wloll' be the same. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
As l.ndicated in Section 4.3, differentloal GPS is expected to be an affordable option 
.l. 
1 
1 
] 
1 
for conventional GPS users. Its affordability coupled with its potentl.al to mlotlo-
gate early Cj A Code sl.gnal degradatloon, l.ts subsequent value l.n provloding all-
weather capabl.ll.ty, and l.ts value for specloal~ worldwlode hlogh preclosloon appll.catloons 
make its wl.despread use llokely and warrant l.ts early development. 
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SECTION 6 
RECOMMENDED DIFFERENTIAL GPS TEST PROGRAM 
Figure 6-1 shows a time phased sequence of tasks designed to investigate differen-
tJ.al GPS concepts, performance, procedures, and general utility for helicopters. 
Also shown are time phased costs for contractor effort in the recommended test pro-
gram. Effort in each task should J.nclude the followJ.ng: 
Task I - DifferentJ.al GPS T&E System DefJ.nition 
Task I analyzes differentJ.al GPS techniques and defines a differentJ.al GPS T&E 
System based on use of the Z-Set and NASA provJ.ded aJ.rborne equipment and range 
J.nstrumentatJ.on. Z-Set modJ.ficatJ.ons needed for the selected T&E System are 
J.dentJ.fied as well as facilJ.tJ.es and equJ.pment to be supplJ.ed by NASA. A differen-
tJ.al GPS TechnJ.ques Report, a prel~J.nary desJ.gn and system specJ.ficatJ.on for the 
selected T&E System and requJ.red Z-Set modJ.fications, and a budgetary cost and 
schedule estimate to build and J.nstall the selected T&E System are the princJ.pal 
outputs of the Task I. 
Task II - PJ.lot-J.n-the-loop SimulatJ.ons 
Task II develops dJ.fferentJ.al GPS software modifJ.catJ.ons for NASA, Ames GPS sJ.mula-
tion program and supports differential GPS s~mulat~on effort at NASA, Ames. Soft-
ware modJ.ficatJ.-ons consJ.st of a differentJ.al correctJ.ons generator for NASA's GPS 
sJ.gnal generator program and a software modificatJ.on for the PDP-II in the cockpJ.t 
s:unulator to apply the correctJ.ons. On-sJ.te sJ.mulatJ.on support J.S provl.ded to 
assJ.st NASA J.n sl.mulatJ.on plannJ.ng, sl.mulatl.ons, and data reductJ.on. A fJ.nal report 
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TASK 
T & E SYSTEM DEfiNITION 
DiffERENTIAL TECHNIQUES ANAL VSIS 
PRELIMINARV TEST PLAN 
T & E SYSTEM SELECTION 
PRELIMINARV DRAWINGS ANO SPECS 
GfE LIST. Z SET MOO REOUIREMENTS 
FINAL REPORT W/PROGRAM PLAN AND 
BUDGET 
II PILOT IN THE LOOP SIMULATIONS AT ARC 
SOFTWARE MODS fOR 09 AND PDP II 
SIMULATIONS. PROCEDURE DEVELOPMENT 
AND SOFTWARE VALIDATION 
FINAL REPORT 
III T & E SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE DESIGN AND SPECS 
GROUND HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 
AlB HARDWARE IGfElISOFTWARE 
SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT 
MANUALS 
INSTALLATION AND fLIGHT CHECKOUT 
IV FLIGHT TESTS AT ARC 
TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURES/SIMULATIONS 
TEST/FLIGHT TEST ANAL VSIS - BASIC 
FINAL REPORT 
ESTIMATED FV fUNDING 
5812581 
..... .... 
-.0lIl ........ • • • 
$150K $150K 
$100K $800K $IOOK 
$450K $850K $BOOK $400K 
--
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TOTAL $2 5M 
FIgure 6-1. Differential GPS T&E Program Plan 
lncluding slmulation results and recommendatlons for the flight test program are the 
prlnclpal output of Task II. 
Task III T&E System Development 
Task III provides an operatlng T&E System at NASA, Ames per Task I specifications. 
All alrborne equipment including installatlon and checkout is assumed GFE. 
Task III consists of the followlng: 
.. 
1. T&E System hardware design and documentatlon lOcluding drawings, specifi-
catlons, manuals, and GFE list. 
2. T&E System software development and checkout lncluding all calibratlon 
site software, required alrborne software modlfications for interfaces and 
application of corrections, recording and data reduction software, and 
software documentatlon. 
3. Calibratlon Site Termlnal fabrlcation, lntegratlon, and checkout lncludlng 
one modified Z-Set, a mlnlcomputer and perlpherals, a transmitter and 
antenna, lnterconnects, and chassis. 
4. On-Site asslstance to NASA 1n the 1nstallat1on and flight checkout of the 
T&E System at NASA, Ames. 
Task IV - FIlght Tests 
Task IV provldes on-site support to NASA during the fllght test program at ARC. Sup-
port 1ncludes test plannlng, test monltoring, equ1pment and software maintenance, 
data reduct1on, and post fllght analysls. A flnal report 1ncludlng the results of 
the test program and recommendatlons for development of dlfferential GPS equlpment, 
procedures, and navlgatlon accuracy standards wlll be the prlnclpal output of thlS 
task. 
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SECTION 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the results of thl.s study effort, the following conclusl.ons are drawn 
leadl.ng to the recommendatl.on that a TO£ program be l.nl.tl.ated as soon as possible 
for differentl.al GPS: 
1. Ci vl.l users may encounter l.ntentl.onally degraded C/ A Code sl.gnals for a 
few to several years after GPS becomes operational l.n 1987 but can expect 
to recel.ve unrestrl.cted access to C/ A Code signals thereafter, followed 
eventually be unrestricted access to P-Code sl.gnals; 
2. Inherent relatl.ve GPS accuracy coupled wl.th altimeter l.nputs has the 
potentl.al to perml.t cl.vl.l users to utl.ll.ze the l.ntentl.onally degraded CIA 
Code for all RNAV/IFR enroute and terminal area operatl.ons; differentl.al 
GPS has the potential to extend use of the l.ntentl.onally degraded CIA Code 
sl.gnals to at least non-preCl.Sl.on approaches and landings l.n local areas. 
Thus, the performance l.mprovement potentl.al of dl.fferentl.al GPS coupled 
wl.th sl.ml.lar l.mprovement l.nherent l.n the relatl.ve GPS mode may perml.t 
cl.vl.l users to utill.ze GPS effectl.vely even under l.ntentl.onally degraded 
CIA Code sl.gnal condl.tl.ons; 
3. Conventl.onal use of unperturbed C/ A Code sl.gnals wl.ll accommodate all 
RNAV/IFR enroute, terml.na1 area and non-precl.sl.on approach and landing 
requl.rements on a full tl.me basl.s but wl.ll not accommodate RNAV /IFR 
Category I preCl.Sl.on approach and landing conditl.ons under current FAA 
regulatl.ons. 
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4. Conventional use of the P-Code w~ll not mater~ally enhance c~vil enroute 
or non-prec~sion approach and landing operations relat~ve to conventional 
use of the C/ A Code; nor w~ll it prov~de prec~s~on approach and landing 
capabilit~es. Thus, widespread early conventional use of the higher cost 
P-Code sets by the general av~ation community does not seem hkely or 
warranted, particularly s~nce P-Code availability could lag CIA code 
ava~lab~lity cons~derably. 
5. Differential techn~ques are expected to extend P-Code performance to 
6. 
Category I operations on a full-time bas~s and poss~bly to Category II and 
III, particularly for helicopters. C/ A Code receivers will have to be 
opt~ized for the differential mode to achieve similar performance. FAA 
nav~gation standards should be carefully reviewed relat~ve to differential 
GPS character~stics to ensure that max~mum use for prec~s~on appro~ch and 
land~ng operat~ons is ach~eved. 
The c~v~l a~r commun~ty w~ll benefit substantially ~f different~al tech-
niques can recover bas~c GPS performance locally and relat~ve GPS per-
formance w~th alt~eter a~d~ng can recover lot enroute and Ln term~nal 
areas. Cl.vil users would, then, have access much sooner than otherwise 
ll.kely to such GPS benef~ts as Lmproved safety, l.ncreased product~v~ty, 
expanded access to congested and remote fac~ll.tes, enhanced emergency 
operations, and improved ATC operations. These benehts will cont~nue 
to accrue to the civ~l al.r communl.ty after degraded sl.gnal condl.tl.ons 
end because differentl.al GPS has the potentul to extend basl.c GPS 
performance to Category I operat~ons and, perhaps, to·Category II and III 
condit~ons to prov~de a truly all-weather capability to su~tably equ~pped 
a~rcraft. The helicopter commun~ty, in particular, wloll benef~t from belong 
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able to operate in the reduced m~m.mums at a vl.rtually unl~m~ted numbe:t 
of landing sites Sl.nee temporary, elevated, isolated, and congested heli~ 
ports will be readl.ly accessl.ble continuously to maxJ.JDl.ze productl.vl. ty. 
Differential GPS should prove to be an affordable optl.on for conventl.onal 
GPS users. 
8. The potential benefits of differentl.al GPS, particularly for helicopters, 
warrants a hell. copter-based T&E effort to corroborate hl.gh accuracy dif-
ferentul GPS performance, assess differentul GPS suitabilJ.ty for pre-
Cl.S10n approaches and landl.ngs, develop d~fferent1al GPS procedures, 
define differentl.al GPS equl.pment requl.rements, and confirm differentl.al 
GPS affordabil~ty. Prelim1nary cost and schedule assessments indicate that 
the T&E effort can be completed by 1985 at an estJ.mated cost of approxi-
mately $2.5 million. Completl.on of the T&E program by 1985 would perml.t 
subsequent development of a commercl.ally ava1lable dl.fferent1al GPS capa-
bility by the tJ.me the operat10nal GPS space segment 1S deployed. 
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APPENDIX A 
GPS DESCRIPTION AND STATUS 
GPS is a satell~te based navigat~on system under development by 000. It is des~gned 
to provide sui tably equ~pped users with worldwide, continuous, highly accurate, 
3-D navigation and t~e. GPS cons~sts of three segments: the space segment, the 
ground control segment, and the user segment (Figure A-l). 
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Figure A-l. NAVSTAR GPS Segments 
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In the operational space segment, a constellat~on of 18 satell~tes w~ll c~rcle 
the earth ~n nom~nal 10,900 naut~cal-m~le orbits w~th a period of 12 s~dereal hours. 
The constellat~on w~ll be configured ~n several 55° ~ncluded orb~tal planes w~th the 
object~ve of prov~ding direct, line-of-sight navigation ngnals continuously from 
at least four satellites to any po~nt on or near the surface of the earth. Each 
satell~te transm~ts its nav~gat~on s~gnals on two L-Band (UHF) frequenc~es. 
The s~gnals consist of a Prec1s10n (P) Code and a Coarse Acqu~s1tion (CIA) Code 
I 
which are both pseudorandom dig~tal sequences used for ranging. The signals also 
contain a navigat10n message which prov~des satell~te posit~on, time, and atmos-
phenc propagation correction data generated by the ground control segment. The 
two-frequency transm~SS10n perm1ts users to correct for frequency sensitive pro-
pagation delays and anomalies. 
I The ground control segment has four mon~tor stat~ons wh1'Ch are located at Guam, 
Hawa~i, Alaska, and Vandenberg AFB in California. A Master Control Stat10n ~s 
also located at Vandenberg. The mon1tor s~tes track the satel11tes via the1r 
broadcast signals as they come into view. The Master Control Stat~on co~lects the 
track~ng data and generates the nav~gat~on message for each satellite which 1S 
uploaded to each satel11te's memory da~ly v~a S-Band telemetry l~nk. In th~s way, 
the satell~tes are able to broadcast an accurate descr~pt~on of the~r pos~t~on 
as a funct~on of t~me. 
The user segment cons~sts of ground-based, mar~ne, a~rborne, and spaceborne plat-
forms equ1pped w~th a GPS rece~ver/processor capable of track~ng four satell~te 
s~gnals either s~ultaneously or sequentially. Part of the task w~ll be to select 
wh1ch four satel11tes to track to opt~m~ze accuracy as the satellites slowly pass 
by. Pos~t~on 1S computed by mak1ng time-of-arr~val (TOA) measurements on the P or 
A-2 
C/ A Code transmitted from discrete satelhte pOSl.tions defined by the nav~gatioI.! 
message. Each set of four TOA measurements permits determ1nation of the four 1nde-
pendent variables of latitude, longitude, elevat~on, and user clock offset. Veloc-
1ty is computed by making doppler measurements on the carrier frequency. Each set 
of four doppler measurements permits determ1nation of the four independent var~ables 
of 3-D velocity and user clock dr~ft. Navigation 1S accomp1l.shed v~a a Kalman 
hlter wh~ch propagates a continuous nav~gat~on solution based on the TOA and 
doppler measurements. Use of the filter's propagation capability perID1ts tem-
porary operation on fewer than four satellites. 
Full 3-D Operational capab~lity w~th 18 satell~tes is expected by the end of 1987 
with 2-D operat~onal capability commencing at the end of '85. In the meantJ.me, 
.. 
a five to six satellite constellat~on will be maintal.ned for test and evaluatl.oo. 
(see Figure A-2). 
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PHASE I USER EQUIPMENT 
As part of the Phase I Program, four types of user eqUl.pment were developed to 
demonstrate the naVl.gatl.on accuracy and other parameters of GPS. This development 
culminates eight to ten years of pnor breadboarding, studies and demonstrations 
of 621B, TIMATION, and the Defense Navigatl.on System Development Program. Field 
testl.ng of the Yuma Test Range has been completed on four types of user equipment, 
designated the Set X, Set Y, Manpack and Set Z. These sets, described in Table A-1 
are des1gned to satisfy performance requirements which may be operat10nally or plat-
form unique in the future. 
Table A-1. Phase I NAVSTAR User Sets 
User Set Characterl.stics Platform Frequency Code Channels 
X High Accuracy B-1, F-4 L1/L2 CA/P 4 
High Accuracy Submarl.ne 
. 
High Dynamics 
Fast Fix 
y Low Dynamics Shl.ps L/L2 CAIP 1 
MP Small Manpack Vehl.cle L/L2 CAIP 1 
Low Power 
Z Low Cost C1vil Users L1 CA 1 
Low Dynamics 
X-SET - The Contl.nuous Set 
Appll.catl.ons l.n whl.ch the dynamics are hl.gh, the expected Jamml.ng 1S severe and/or' 
a fast fix 1S requl.red call for a set that can track four satelll.tes s1multaneously 
to provl.de continuous navl.gatl.on wl.th position and velocl.ty 1nformat1on. The X-Set 
is designed to work wl.th two antennas where shadow1ng 1S severe due to dynaml.cs 
or where comb1ned satel11te and 1nverted range tests are desl.red. The set may be 
A-4 
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"aided" by an ~nert~al platform to provide the ultlJIlate ~n performance for GPS 
equipment. 
Y-SET - The Sequential Set 
The ma~n differences between X and Yare in the receiver (4 carrier channels versus 
1 carrier channel) and Navigation processor software associated with sequencing, 
alert~ng, etc. As a result, the Y-Set contains less hardware than the X-Set and 
~s intended for users who w~ll exper~ence less dynamics and less Jamm~ng than the 
X user. Y also takes approxJJDately 3 t~mes longer to obtain a first hx and 
requ~res smaller position and veloc1ty uncertaint1es. Wh1le X is the ultimate in 
performance, Y costs less. 
MANPACK - The Small Set 
Manpack was des~gned for small size (27 lbs.), low power (27 watts) and relatively 
low dynam~cs (30 m/sec). It supports a w1de variety of Army and Manne Corp 
miss1ons. Manpack contains a s~ngle channel sequenc~ng receiver, operates w~th both 
C/ A and P-Codes and resolves ~onospher1c uncertaint1es through the use of L1 and 
L2 frequenc1es. The user ~s able to nav1gate or pos~ t~on hJ.lIlself ~n e1ther the 
M~htary Gnd Reference System (MGRS) or local datum coordinates. He can d1splay 
d~stance and azimuth to selected rendezvous locat10ns w1th reference to true, gr1d 
or magnet~c north. 
Z-SET - The Low Cost Set 
The Z-Set ~s a low cost MIL-Spec Av~on1CS nav1gator. It cons~sts of a sequential 
rece~ver l1ke Y, but operates only at the L1 frequency and uses only the CIA Code. 
To reach a des1gn-to-cost goal as an av~on1CS set required numerous ~nteract1ng 
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trade-offs of cost versus performance. Table A-2 summarizes its performance 
capability with respect to the X-Sets. 
Table A-2. Z-Set Trades Performance for Low Cost 
GPS Set Features X Z. 
Pseudo range Measurement Accuracy (3a) Meters 6 60 
Jamming Vulnerability Low High 
Normal Time to First Fix 2-3 Min. 5-8 Min. 
Capable of Inertial Aiding Yes No 
The Z-Set shown in Figure A-3 is housed in a 3/4 ATR short. It weighs 34 pounds and 
requires 53 watts. The unit is put together in slices, much like the ARC-164 UHF-AM 
radio which was the first major design-to-cost military avionics program. 
CONTROL 
INOICATOR RECEIVER·PROCESSOR 
Figure A-3. Z-Set Hardware Configuration 
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PHASE I FIELD TEST RESULTS 
Navigat~on Accuracy 
To date, GPS developmental Test and Evaluation has included over 700 field tests on 
11 host vehl.cles with 7 types of GPS user equl.pment. Conducted over a period of 
two years, thl.s extensive field test program addressed more than 20 major objectives 
rangl.ng from system vulnerabl.lity to user applicatl.ons. Test aircraft ~ncluded 
a Navy F-4J, an Al.r Force C-141, a Navy P-3B, and an Army UH-1H. 
Test~ng was conducted prl.marily at the U. S. Army Yuma Provl.ng Ground and off the 
Southern California coast. Yuma's PreCl.Sl.on Automated Tracking System, a computer-
based laser tracking system, provl.ded reference vehicle posl.tl.on for GPS accuracy 
determination at Yuma. Under most condl.tions the laser system provl.ded positl.on 
and velocity accuraCl.es of 1 meter and 0.1 meter/sec., respectively. 
Table A-3 lJ.sts the 50th and 90th percentl.le values for three-dimenSl.onal system 
accuracl.es. The data represents a total of 76 ml.SSl.ons conducted from November 1978 
to Apnl 1979. 
Table A-3. Field Test Results of User Equl.pment Navl.gatl.on Accuracy 
Posl.tl.on Accuracy (M) • Velocl.ty Accuracy (M/S) 
50% 90% 50% 90% 
Four Channel IMU-Aided Set 10 18 0.3 0.7 
Four Channel Unal.ded Set 10 16 0.6 2.5 
Sl.ngle Channel P-Code Set 14 27 1.4 3.7 
Single Channel CIA Code Set 16 37 0.7 3.7 
Manpack, Statl.c 13 28 0.2 0.7 
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One of the unexpected results of the held testl.ng is that the Z-Set accuracy l.S 
better than antl.cipated. This result prompted a decl.son by DoD to "corrupt" the 
CI A ngnal in the operatl.onal GPS to hmit navl.gatl.on accuracy to approxl.mately 
500 meters (3-D, RMS) l.n early operatl.ons. 
Z-Set Performance 
Z-Set field test results are shown in Figure A-4. The accuracy of a CIA sl.gnal set 
demonstra ted remarkable performance. Also shown is the abl.h. ty to ,naVl.ga te with 
three satellites coupled with altitude as the fourth input. Thl.s would :Lmply that 
ciVl.l use can become wl.despread as soon as 3 satelll.tes are l.n Vl.ew most of the 
tl.me. The coverage could occur as early as late 1985. 
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Figure A-4. Z-Set Field Test Results - POSl.tl.on Errors, April 4, 1979, 
C-141 Racetrack Course at Yuma, AZ. 
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Landing Approaches 
GPS sets have the capabl.lity for operator entry of 3-D waypol.nts into computer 
memory so that steering information (range, bearing and time-to-go) can be com-
puted from one waypoint to the next. The X-Set, in particular, uses thl.S informa-
tion to drive a Pilot Steering Display (PSD) which displays horizontal and vertl.cal 
devl.ation from the intended flight path between waypoints. If key landing approach 
pOl.nts are entered as NAVSTAR waypol.nts, the pl.lot l.S provided with a self~ 
contained, landing-approach instrumentatl.on system which is independent of ground 
controllers or equipment. 
Tests in a UBI hell. copter demonstratl.ng landing approaches were conducted at the 
Yuma Test Range and results are shown in Figure A-5. Note that all test approaches 
penetrated an imagl.nary Intrument Landing System (ItS) wl.ndow at decl.sion height. 
Conclusl.ons from the test program are: 
• Current GPS accuraCl.es are adequate to steer al.rcraft on non-precl.sion 
type (Tacan, Vor, ASR) approaches to landing. 
• Pilot can execute an approach l.ndependent of ground control and ground 
equl.pment, provl.ded he knows coordinates and altitudes of key approach 
pOl.nts. 
• Studl.es show that a GPS set at the runway wl.th a data hnk to the GPS-
equl.pped al.rcraft wl.ll eliml.nate several system errors (ephemerl.s, clock, 
atmosphere) and perml.t precl.sl.on type elLS, MLS, PAR) approaches to 
landing. 
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Rotor ModulatJ.on 
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UHI LandJ.ng Approach wJ.th a NAVSTAR X-Set and PSD 
In November of 1978, UHI rotor modulatJ.on tests were conducted at the Yuma Test 
Range J.n a scenarJ.o depJ.cted by Figure A-6. 
An X-Set antenna was located at posJ.tJ.ons 6-20 feet from the rotor shaft and GPS 
sJ.gnals were receJ. ved through the spJ.nnJ.ng rotor. ModulatJ.on effects from the 
rotor resulted J.n a net power increase J.n the receJ.ved GPS sJ.gnal and a 2-10 dB 
varJ.atJ.on J.n the receJ.ved sJ.gnal/noJ.se ratJ.o. No navJ.gatJ.on performance degrada-
tion was detected. 
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Figure A-6. URI Rotor Modulat~on Test Scenario 
Fol~age Attenuat~on 
In December 1978 the U. S. Army conducted quahtat~ve foliage attenuat~on test~ng 
In light-to-medium fohage at Elgin A~r Force Base. The ab~hty of the Manpack 
to obtain a static fix at a surveyed posit~on was assessed as a funct~on of satel-
lite elevation. It was generally found that the Manpack had no d~fficult~es w~th 
satellites at or above twenty degrees of elevation. A "rule of thumb" that seemed 
to emerge from the test~ng ~s the GPS s~gnals can be rece~ved under fol~age through 
which some sky is visible. 
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D1fferent1al GPS 
The need to prov1de a higher degree of accuracy for prec1s1on approaches than that 
ava1lable from GPS led to the concept of differential navigat10n. 
In th1s concept, .a GPS receiver is located on a surveyed point where X, Y and Z 
system errors can be ident1fied and corrections determ1ned. These corrections 
are data l1nked to a1rcraft which operate 1n the same geograph1cal area and are, 
therefore, subJ ect to the same errors. The X, Y and Z correct1ons obta1ned from 
the reference receiver are combined w1th the a1rcraft rece1ver Solut1on thereby 
1 improving the pos1tion accuracy of the a1rcraft nav1gat1on solut1on. 
j Results of differential navigat10n tests at Yuma in January 1980 are shown in 
Table A-4. As noted on the chart, regardless of the magn1tude of the GPS system 
error, the corrected solution error was less than three meters in the X, Y and 
Z axes. 
Table A-4. Di£ferent1al GPS Test Results 
Pos1t10n Uncorrected Error (M) Corrected Error (M) 
X 28 2.6 
Y 21 2.7 
Z 11 2.7 
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DIFFERENTIAL GSP COMPUTER SIMULATION 
APPENDIX B 
DIFFERENTIAL GPS COMPUTER SIMULATION 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Thl.s memo includes results of computer runs whl.ch simulate differential GPS for 
civil apphcatl.ons. Though they are preliminary, the results indicate that the 
differential GPS concept is proml.Sl.ng and warrants additional study. 
The sl.mulation extends over a 2000-second interval. The user loS assumed stationary 
for 1000 seconds. Then, the user takes off, maneuvers to straight fll.ght, and makes 
touchdown 560 seconds later. Flight dynamics include max~um acceleratJ.ons of 0.2g 
and maXl.mum velocl.ties of 200 nmi. per hour. Thl.s simple flight pattern is J.ntended 
to check the performance of the Kalman filter employed. A four channel (non-
sequencl.ng) receiver operatl.ng with a 1.2 second cycle time is assumed for both the 
user and the calJ.bratl.on Sl.te.· 
2. DIFFERENTIAL GPS 
As shown J.n Figure B-1, the user observes four pseudoranges, R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ; four 
delta-ranges, ~1' ~2' ~3' ~4 dl.rectly from the satellJ.tes and four range dl.f-
ferences, Q1' Q2' Q3 and Q4 transmitted from the GPS calJ.bratl.on Sl.te whose loca-
tion is known on the ground. 
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Figure B-1. D1fferent1al GPS Concept Under Cons1derat10n 
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3. SIMULATION PROGRAM 
Magnavox has developed a computer simulation program for NAVSTAR GPS navigat~on 
wh~ch is adaptable to a differential GPS system. In the development of the simu-
lat~on program a family of subroutines has been written to facilitate development of 
the main program. Usage of proven sub-programs stored as an auxiliary file enhances 
comp~ling and editing the ma1n rout~ne. A list of these sub-programs with a brief 
description is tabulated in Table B-1. Figure B-2 ~s the program flow chart. Table 
B-2 summar~zes the errors applied in the simulation. Time constants, t, are typical 
for random error sources normally encountered. The time constant for the hypothet-
~cal signal degradation n01se source was arbitrar~ly assumed equal to that used in 
Reference 1. 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Tables B-3 and B-4 summar1ze convent~onal and d~fferent1al GPS performance for the P 
Code, C/ A Code and degraded C/ A Code. Figures B-3 through B-8 show performance 
versus t1me for the cases summar1zed in Tables B-3 and B-4. 
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Table B-1. Subrout~nes 
SATOT A subrout~ne used to open, read, and close the satellite ephemeris 
data f~le, and call for the ECEF coordinate calculation at time, T. 
SATGN A subroutine intended to determine the x, y, and z ECEF coordinates 
of any designated satell~te at time T from the ephemer~s data . 
NSAT 
PRFGN 
A subrout~ne that cycles through the ECEF coordinates of all the 
satellites, calculat~ng their elevat~on angles, and tabulates all 
those that have an elevat~on angle higher than the mask~ng angle. 
A subroutine ~ntended to generate a mission profile. 
COIRN A subroutine for convert~ng from latitude, longitude, and altitude 
inputs to x, y, and z Earth Centered Earth Fixed (EDEF) cartesian 
coord~nates, and the reverse conversion. 
GPRT A subrout~ne for data printout ~n a report format on log~cal unit 2 
(LU2) when called. 
GDOPF A function subprogram which calculates the "Geometnc D~lut~on of 
Precis~on" (GDOP) from the user coordinates and four sets of satel-
lite ECEF coord1nates. 
SATSL A subroutine wh1ch sorts through all comb1nations, taken four at a 
t~e, of satellites above the mask1ng angle, f1nd1ng the GDOP and 
l1sting the combinat10n of four which has the least value of GDOP. 
9. RANGE A subrout1ne that calculates the observed range from the user to 
each satel11te and adds error terms to produce the observed range 
conta1n1ng the ant~c1pated random errors. 
10. NAVGN A subrout~ne which calculates user pos1t~on and clock error ECEF 
cartes1an coord~nates from four sets of satel11te ECEF coord~nates 
and the1r respect~ve ranges. 
11. GPRTI A subrout1ne used for data pr1ntout. Th~s ~s the t~me and rms 
error. The pr1ntout may, on command, be e1ther simple l~sting, or 
graph1cal. If graph1cal, at t~me T=O, the subrout1ne prov1des the 
coding for scaling, labeling, and drawing the axes and for ~nput 
data pr1ntout. 
12. HMTRX A subrout1ne to set up the condit10nal elements of the 12 x 15 Hm 
Transfer Matr1x, along w1th the directional cos~nes for the H 
matr1x and its ~nverse, the G matr1X. 
13. KALM A subrout1ne const~tut~ng the Kalman filter. With an opt~onal 
~nput command, the contents of the var~ous vectors and matrices 
are dumped for each t~me ~ncrement. 
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Table B-2. Error Source Summary 
Source CIA-Code P-Code 
1. Satell~te Ephemer~s 3.5 m Bias 
2. Degradat~on UERE = BO m, 
t = 30 m~n, MP 
3. Receiver No~se SIGN = 10 m, WG SIGN = 1.5 m (Pseudo range No~se 
and Range Mechan-
~zat~on Error) 
4. Delta-Range Measure- aAR = 0.02 m, WG 
ment Error 
5. Ionosphen.c Delay SIGI = 3.0 m SIGI = I.Om 
Error t = 30 m~n, MP 
6. Tropospheric Delay SIGT = 1.5 m 
Error t = 2 hrs, MP 
7. User Clock Bias 1° rms/sec, 
SIGB = 0.OB1h 
RW, SIGB x .jDT, 
1.5 m B~as 
B. User Osc~llator MIF = 1E-1O, 
Frequency Offset Exponent~ally 
Correlated, 
BDOT = 0.03, 
t = 6400, 1 m Bias 
9. D~fferent~al Range a = d x 1E-4 
Error d~££.R 
10. Ground Stat~on aM = 0.1 x SIGN 
Mechan~zat~on Error 
II. MultJ.path a = 1.0 m, 
m 
t = 10 m~n, MP 
*Same as the CIA-Code case unless otherw~se noted. 
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Remarks 
SIGS = BO, SRN (I , 1 ) 
RES (1 ,9) 
SPN(I,4) 
SIGB 
BDOT 
d = d~stance between 
user and GIS 
(RESCI ,2)) 
SIGR, SRN(I,2) 
Ground Stat~on only 
Table B-3. Single Ax~s Pos~tion Errors, Conventional Mode 
P Code Single CIA Code Single 
Ax~s Errors Axis Errors 
(Meters) (Meters) 
Stat1stical 
Parameter* x-axis y-ax~s z-axis x-axis y-ax~s z-axis 
Mean** -9.93 2.66 -8.52 -13.5 3.98 -10.6 
10' Value 10.1 3.13 8.71 15.3 6.22 11.1 
20' Value 20.2 6.26 17.42 30.6 12.44 22.2 
*Errors are evaluated at the moment of user touchdown. 
**Mean over 100 computations. 
Degraded CIA Code 
S1ngle Axis Errors 
(Meters) 
x-axis y-axis z-ax~s 
-82.2 -52.3 172 
83.0 52.6 173 
166.0 105.2 346 
Table B-4. Single Axis Posit~on Errors, Differential Mode 
P Code Single CIA Code Single 
Ax~s Errors Ax~s Errors 
(Meters) (Meters) 
Stat~st1cal 
Parameter* x-aX1S y-ax~s z-axis x-axis y-axis z-ax~s 
Mean** -0.438 -0.113 .236 -1.92 0.175 -0.201 
10' Value 1.28 0.826 .694 6.51 4.34 2.56 
20' Value 2.56 1.652 1.388 13.01 8.68 5.12 
'~Errors are evaluated at the moment of user touchdown. 
;~(Mean over 100 computat~ons. 
B-7 
Degraded CIA Code 
Single Axis Errors 
(Meters) 
x-ax~s y-ax~s z-ax~s 
-3.29 -.0291 -1.02 
7.38 4.18 3.15 
14.76 8.36 6.30 
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